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find a faster, more comprehensive,
more customizable financial database.
If you're dealing with demanding deadlines and shrinking budgets,
you should try Global Access right now FREE.

GLOBAL
ACCESS
MEANS INSTANT ACCESS TO THE CRUCIAL
FINANCIAL INFORMATION YOU NEED.

With Global Access, you can ofier your end-users fa:
a d easy
access to the largest, most integrated ccliectior, of financial source
documents ever assembled - including a complete filings history
with the SEC back to 1968. Pius, the capability they need to put
that information to work!
In one convenient package, your users will have instant access to
more than 5 million US.and international company filings and
reports, both real-time and historicai. O n over 50,000 US.and
international public companies. Includi~gpricing, earnings
estimates, research reports, press coverage, private conpany data,
institutional ownership, and more. Informaticr. that's ubdated
thousands of times a day.

We've invested millions of dollars in technical innovations and
features that satisfy end-users, and nean more recognition for you.
Like hll-text searching in company fiiings. A~ility:o search across
databases. Downloading financial statements into spreadsheets.
GraGhical delivery of company annual reports. Broadcast and
e-mailed alerts of new filings or news from customized company
lists. And we're a rock-solid reiiable firn ... so you never have to
worry about tomorrow.

ANDWE'RE

PUTTING OUR MONEY WHERE OUR MOUTH IS.

There is no better, faster way tc prowe how valuable Global Access
could be for your people than by trying it right now F E E . So visit
www.disclosure.com/now or call toll-free today. For a limited time,
when you subscribe, we'll even waive the $4,000 application fee!
You simply can't lose.

And our insider trading analytics and expert commentary will
make you look smart. Delivering key ictelligence like which insiders
are trading and why ... who just filed their Form 4 or 144 ... all on
the same day the filing is made.

INFORMATION
DELIVERED ANY WAY THEY WANT "IT.
(SUDDENLY, YOU'RE A HERO AGAIX!)

Global Access delivers information any way yocr users want it - in
presentation-ready, raw data or value-added formats. And it's so
user-friendlv, there's less training time. Which means less drain on
your time, as weil as theirs!

1-800-236-6997 ext 2025
Or visit www.disclosure.comlnow

THE F I R S T SOURCE F O R F I N A N C I A L INTELlIG.ENCE
Dlscloiure is a registered tiademrk of Discbsure Incorporated. A i'rimz~kCornpan)'.
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THE TOP 100 U.~.&WSPAPERS (BY CWWATIOM)
Denver Post

San Antonio Express-News

Syracisa Po?:-StzcCa:dlHe;aId-Jotimal

S:. Petersborg Times

Hanford Courant

Nasiwile Teanessean

S<.' .LOUIS. Post-Cispch

Rich-nond Times-Dispch

Record

3slt1moie S m

Okiahoma City Oklahcms::

T .

Denver Rocky Mountain Yews

Los A?ge!es Daily News

Akio? Sescon Journal

Sai. Jose Mcrcor). News

St. Paul Pioneer Press

G:axd Rapids ? x s s

Miiwaukee iouxal-Sen::xel

Seattk Post-intelligence;

Chicago Daily Herald (Arling:on Heights)

Sacramento Bee

Cincinnati Enquirer

Sa',t L- a' x Ci:y Tiihii~x

3os:on Herald

A~st:a-Americaa Stztosrnan

Allentown Mornmg CzIl

Kansas City Star

Rochmtm %mar

Wiimingtm News joornel (cornins soon)

Siliralo News

Phrladz!jhia Daily News

Tacoma News Tribune

New Orleans Times-Picayune

Memohis Commercial Ap;ea:

Cokm5ia State

Oriando Sentincl

Florida Time-3mon

San F~anciscoExminer

%:mi:

News

&&Chronicle,"mes-Union

.oMo B i d e

Arkamas Democrat-Gilrette

Spkane Spokes~an-Review

Columbus Diap-tch

Piov:dence Jocrnal-Bu:letin

K!mxv<iie News-Senticel
A l b u y e q u e Jou;nsl

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. Sun-Telegraph

Des Moices Register

Fox Laudcrdaie Sos-Sentinel

Riverside Press-Enterprise

~exingtciiReitid-Leadci

Charlone Observe;

Tulsa %'or!d

Miorceite: Telegram & Gazette

:mestor-s 3urinsis 3.d)

? a h Reach Post (iarnilg soon1

Charlison Post L Courier

Foii Wonh Star Telegram

Dayion Dally N e w

hlzdison Sta:e h x n a l , Capi:ei Times

(coming icon)

Loo!sville Conrier-Jaurna!

i a s Vegas Rewzw-Journal

i ~ k s m
Cle~on-Ledger

Tampa Tribure

Asbury Park 2ress

Long 8each ?ress-Telegran

Seattle Times

Raleigh News &Onserve;

Bonolulti Advertise:

Omaha World-Heraid

Fremo Bee

Roanoke Tmes & W d d Kews

:ndiaoapo:is Star

B;:m!ngham hews

Wshi::gton Times

(comiqg

soon)

Dow JonesInteractive has more of the
top loo newspapers than any other online service.
In fat$ Dow Jones interadvcl'" ls the only online service that offers:
96 of the tcp scc b.5. newspapers-78 in fit1 text

5c of the to? 50 U.S. 7ewspapers-44 in fuii text
92% of the Fortune mso's hometown newspapers

Searchkg across the f ~ iarci-ive
i
at one time
PILE,

yo^:

can access ail of this rich content fros arl inciedibly fiexibie icterface that's simple enough
research, ye: powerful enough for even the most sophisticated searching.

f ~ eve~yday
i
business

Put Bow Jones interactive to work for yo~ircompany. Take a free tour or register m l i n e at
http://djinteractive.com or cab 1-800-369-7466
ext.4143 fw more ififormation,
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Wow El covers the enfire world
of engineering literature
cover to cover
in Ei CompendexWeb.
Search Ei CompendexiVeb in Ei Village

-

-

and tap into the worid's largest engineering
information web resource. Because we9ve
&ready added over one million references
to the 1990s in E CornpendexWeb -first
the most comprehensive interdisciplinary
engineering database, and now the worid's
largest engineering database.

Move vecowds
Have the MI bacMilea You have a'; your
fingerrips over 5 million references tc
journai artides, conference papers and
proceedings, technical reports and tracie
publications -with half a million more
being added each year. Against the other
leading databases in their fields, Ei is No. 1
in Mechanical Engiceering, No. 1 in Chemical
Engineering, No. I in Civil Engineering.
No. l in Computer & Electrical Engineering,
No. 1 i~ Engineering Management.
More searching power
Now you can count on Ei for your needs
in Gomputew/Control, Materials, Industrial
Engineering, Transportation, Structural
Engineering, and more. Ei has it ail
For a free triai to Ei CompendexWeb, visit
the El Home Page at http://www.ei.org
or contact Ei at: :Castle f oint Terrace
Hoboken. NJ 07030 USA
tel $GO-221-1044,fax 201-216-8532
e-maiI <ei@el.org>in Europe: europe@ei.org
In Asia: asia@ei.org

i

j

i
i

Engineering Information Inc,
information-

we've got Et coveted

FI%kh:r: David R. Bender
Senior Efitcr: Douglas W. ruewcamb
%Ilit

Susan W. Broughkrn

AdurCis~g.Lorna Warts
-2i~7olurQ Cesigr:: Melissa C. lawton
10914908; h pubkhed
rnonLXy by %e Speck$ Bratjes Association, 1700
Eighkentz SCeet, hW, WasPlingron I
X 200092514 * Te! 1-2M-23447.XX1, ext 644 Fax 1202-255-9317 * e-mail: ir.agzir:e@sla.org.
f n f ~ l ~ t i i ooutkMk
n
rBSK

Sp3a1 Li3raries Hssoc~at:o~i
r i m e s no respnsib&y ror the $taterrLentsad opinions advanced by
the .,ont&tars ts the asm~ation'spubkcation.
editor^:1 jieyws 60 not neessa%y represent the
oEciai posiiicc ofthe Special -2kraries Association.
Subscriptions fl9W rates): Stmf;ard Subscription
$75 US.,$90 WE-US. Sin& issues (January
1997- j Slc'l.O1z.Mising copies via 'be supplied

w h e ~iosszs have been s~stamedLI tramit and
as w p k s last. Q i c i a for rcissing issues must
be Bed 'vit:lir! f ~ u rmonths c ~ fdate of p ~ b l i a tion. Claims for wdeiivered issues will not be
akowed cue to f&txe to nok!! Lie Membership
Department or the 3~bsc3ptionDepartment of
address changes cr because an issue is "missing
f r m t:he Nes. ' A copy OF he mailing label and/
or :he subsczber aunber will facilitate the processing of chhs.

I t When Less is More
Obsessed with details? Preoccupied with perfection? Get over it! Lucy Lettis explains
why we may find it well to keep planning to a minimm, discard the schedule, and
alter the outline in order to succeed in today's fast-paced world.

23 The Phenomenon of Knowledge Management:
What Does it Mean to the Information Profession?
Knowledge xanagement is rapidly developing as a specific and planned management
practice to capture and reuse organizational knowledge. Marianne Broadbent
explains.

38 SW 89th Annual Conference:
Information Professionals in the Driver's Seat
Read ab0u.t some interesting sites in Indiana and get the latest on new programs,
events, attractions, and more to assist you as you char your course to Indianapolis!

39 Davis Driver Home the Importance of Being Knowledge Based
Stop by and meet Dr. Stanley Davis, SLA's general session speaker, as he shares his
thoughts on knowledge based organizations. Davis' speech, "Driving Profit from
Knowledge," will be delivered Monday, June 8, at the annual conference.

5 Executive Outlook
SLA President Judith J. Field emphasizes the association's commitment to
professional growth.

6 Making News

Refund P N i : Due to be cost cf processing a
reimburseneat. the asscciation's policy is that

II Professional Development Outlook

^Norefunk-& be ismed fcr amsunrs under $12."

I%
On the Met

Sod
' ~six

weeks for a11
changes 5o b e a m e3ective. ,riii commu~ications shouki be accompwied by a amailing label
from a recent I L S ~ .

15 Public Relations Outiook

Postmaster: S a d af&ess changes rr, Sdrxmlptiors.
Zgfmtrton OIctlitck. Special Libmries Assoc.iarion.
1700 Ei&tee~th Street, hVJ. 'CZiasflingt~aDC
230092214, USA ?erid& pas+@-e pai6 zt
Washkgmrr, DC 2nd at additbnd mEng oEces.

3% Government Relations

Change of Address:

Acepmce cf an advertisement
does zot imply endorsement of the product by
the Specid Libaries hmciation. For 1935 advertising rzY carcis or other advertisingS o m a Lorn 'IYalB. &rector, exhibts an6
t i c ~contact
,
aavertisisir:g,at 1-202-234-4700, ext. 650.

f 6 1RC Notes

42 Book Reviews
44 Copyright Corner

Advertising:

!t$on?rrrkx Ox,'C?k is prinred ;n %ack and one
FS!: caio:. Fm.:aia: a&v&s~ng b available.

46 Coming Events
43 in Summary
48 Classified Advertisements

Infomahon Oui%ok@is a agistere6 trademarx
of the Special Libnfies Association.

iation
B 1998by S~pcciaiL'ixariesAssociation.
.Material acte~ctetedby Chis copyright may be

photoccpied for the non-commercial purpose of
scho~arshp$or research
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America!: Mathematical Sodety
w~i?J.ams.org

... .4f

Disciosure . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . crsveh 2
www,r.aaisdosrxre.ccm
Don Hank Transktions . . . . . . . . . . -7
Do.@ jones Q Coxpany . . . . . . . . . . . .I
http:l/bis.do~~j~~es.conz
"cBSCB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
vsi%n~.e5scs.ccm
ESRI

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22

wvw,esri,corn
Informatio!: Quest . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 3I
vsi%nN.iinformationquest.com
Inmagic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
m.Snmgic.com
T!e Investext Group . . . . . . . . . cover 3
wvnv.imestext.con
EEXS NEXS

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9

~w~lexis~~exis~~cm
PAWcit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .27
www.~ar&.co~
MicroPatent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..8
wm.micropat.co,.n
BCLG

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..a4

Prhary S c u m Me&;: . . . . . . . . . . .16
www.pszedia.corr,
Research hfomnation System . . . . .20
w~..risinc.ccm
T q i Distribution
~
Senices . . . . . . .35
West Group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .43
vw"westpub.COD
Phsne (919) 929-4870. Fax (919) 93
LOOKENG FOR HELP W H KETRU- 1253. E-said mciib@intrex.net.
SPECTRE C O h ~ ~ 9 O NOCLC
? oifers
LBfLWY BENCI4.WKING s t e ~
complete solutions, h d u d i ~ gc c u m ~ k e d
'

training classes and mnstaiting se

matchi?g, aafmrity control and redass

formation, caIi OCLC at 1-800-848-5878,
ext. 6476; e-mail 1eL'70~con@0ckog
or
visit our We3 site at wwN
ock ~9%~
DOCUMENT
D E L ~ R Y .Wodd Wide

'

'

methods. For a free copy of Libr
Eenc~zarking Explained, o n & d
b m y Benchmzki~gIct'l, PO Box 2599,
Universal City, TX 78248; 800-6591'914 voice Q fax., Ibi@wo:ld-net.net;

Currently over $60,000 a year, in the form of scholarships and travel sripends, is given by the association, its chapters, and its divisions to support new students in various activities. Stipends help to finance part of their library education, attend chapter meetings, participate in lo& continuing education
activities, and attend the anriud conference. This is a significant financial investment to which we, as
an association, have committed ourselves in order to ensure the future health and vibrancy of both
SLA and the profession. We have also been able to underwrite research tnat has helped shape the curricula of library and information science schools and that has provided new information practices
which practitioners have been able to utilize in developing leading edge information s e ~ c e s .
More specifically, the assochtion, through its Professional Development Committee and headquarters staff, provides videoconferences, distance learning opportunities via the Internet, selected continuing education courses offered under chapter auspices, and the professional development program at
annual conference. A relatively new professional development activity involves chapters joining together to sponsor regional conferences. All of these activities either have fees attached to them or are underwritten by the chapters, but greatly contribute to our professionai development.
It is not just in nere doliars that we, as members or as SLA, show our commitment to our professional
growth. At annual conference,we provide a Career Advisory Senice for recent library school graduates and
for those considering mid-career changes. Prior to conference each year, we ask for volunteers to sign up as
counselors or advisors. Many of our members in management positions participate. In conjunction with this
activity, we provide both r6sumi and int~niewingworkshops at conference, as well as assistance d;~ring
the year. Many chapters also offer similar workshops for their student members. Additionally, we offer a variety of mentoring opportunities for both students and new professionals. Some of these activities are organized while others happen on a pmonal level. It has been obvious to me that both the mentors and the
mentees benefit greatly from thii ixeraction. I know that I continue to enhmce n y professional skills each
time I have the opportunity to work with a new member. Mentoring is easier to do these days with e-mail
and I carry on several advising sessions with either students or members each year.
Another area k which our members participate is writing articles for their chapter or division newsletters. The best of these are often reprinted with credit in other newsletters-again emphasizing our wiilingness to share. Other members regularly contribute to Information OutIook Many members regularly serve
as speakers for their chapters and division programs. Another example of how they share their expertise is
by conducting tows of their libraries and by giving talks to library school students as part of a class activity,
The strength of the Special Libraries Association has always been founded in your willingness to
volunteer your time, share your expertise with others, and give advice and g~idanceto library and information science students. These are the significant traits that have helped make SLA the strong, productive, and respected organization it is today.
This is my last letter to you in my capacity as President of the Special Libraries Association. It has
indeed been my pleasure and honor to serve in this role as spokesperson for so many talented, creative, and respected information professionals. As President, I have been able to help with the advice
and consent of the Board of Directors to position SLA more strategicallyYI have also had the opportunity to meet more members on a more personal level and to promote the value of SLh to library and information science schools. The latter I was able to do by promoting our competency document. I have
also been given the opportunity L
' o work closely with the excellent staff at SLA headquarters and have
seen how they have been rapidly adapting to the new virtual environment.
So to all of you I say "thank you" for this past year and I wish for Snzi Hayes the same wonderful
experience.

~~g,

7J o b

(J'

-r_.

JudithJ. Field, President
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cal librarian at the U.S. Wavd
Observatory, Wwhiigton, DC,
and husband Thomas Corbh
recently had a planet named iq
Ckir honor, Corbh is one of the
most renowged astrocomica! librarians in the world. She has
been recognized for her work in
L?e Internztiond AstronomicaI
Union / i ) Comnission 5
VJorking Group on Womenclature which distinguishes and
names objects in space. She is
active in the Washington, DG
Chapter as well as the Pi2ysicsAstronomy-Mathmatics and
Military Librarians Divisions.

AEson J, Head. director, Information Management, 'Ex
Press Democrat, Santa Rosa,
CA, has been selected by the
SLA Awards and HGnors Committee to receive the H.W. W1son Company Award in recognition of her article, 'Managing
Computers and W o d ~h e Companies informated Yet?", w%ch

was published in the September
1997 issue of IrfomczCbn Outlook. She ~ 4 % be preseoted a
$500 a s h award acd a cesifia t e at Lie 89th ksuaaai Conferexce. Kead is a rneder of the
San Francisco Bay C3zpte:er and
the Informaticn Technoiogy 2nd
News Divisions.

congacy ip~ $2: world was
sbandonedk the face of 05jections from European regxilators, The pianned mrgerworth $33.4 billion-coliapd
after Reed "csevier. the AngloButch compary, ,:ejected an attempt by Wsiters of the KetherZa~:Gs to renegotiate t e r m

&gee ir: iihrary science. AdWns
joined SMA h 1979. Dudcg
her weer, she was instxmefltd
iq d e v d o ~ h gstrategies for deIiveripLg ssdexibc and teckniaai
ix"ormation to the aerospzce resexcher's desktop,
prcVidb g ?&it text of oid XASA reports
u 5ie researck cmrmuni~.Adkils was zi a & member
~
af
SZA, serving as direc@r z:d
&2ir of severid cam~3tteesL?
the V?@aia Chap;ei m d the in~ G G T E ~%
~ ~c I~TI z o ~ Bivfsicn.
?~?'
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Speciaf Librarian Roger Dixon

The blockbuster movie Zitank had just opened for
worldwide release h February
when 13 US. librarians visited
the specid libray and archives
housing the original documents, blueprints, photographs,
and letters concerning the constructlon and loss of the Ztanic.
Built in Belfasl by the renown
shipbuilders Harland and Wolff,
the Titanic has its historical
records in t2e 'B'ortherr, irdand
special library m d mweum, the
Ustea Fo& and amsport Museum. Staff mernbers were being inundated. by requests for
information, photographs, and
photocopaes, bnt cheerfully exhibited some OF their treasures
for our g c s p of mostly a m
demic librarians
Roger Daon is the special librarian respcnsi'~iefor the colIectior, of 23,OCO volumes and
some 200 periodicals, focusing
upon transpop,, textiles, costlrmes, dornesd: life,
architecture of Northern Ireland.
Dixon escorted GS through the
museum exl~iSits displaying
various modes of transportation
from bicycles to rarioad cars to
automobiles, including the illfated UeLoreai? manufactured
in Belfast. A model viaage on

:

the beautiful grounds above :
Belfast Lough recreate a Pflicc?l
Ulster turn-of-the-century town
with its shops, homes, churches, and farms.
Few of the librarians we met :
during our ten-day tour of .
Northern Ireland libraries, archives, and museums call then- :
selves special librarians, aithough clearly several work in
specialized institutions or in
special departments of academic
or public libraries. Most affiiate :
with The Library Association of
the UK or with the Library and
Information Services Council
(NI). Librarians meet replariy
with their colleagues in the Re- :
public of Ireland also.
Meeting our colleagues,
sharing professional informa- :
tion, and learning of our mutual
challenges and opportunities
were made possible through the
generous support of The British
Council, the cultural and educa- :
tional arm of the British government. Its director, Peter
Lyner, himself in 1969 head of
the Shankii and Falls Road
public library branches in the
most troubled neighborhoods of
Belfast, wanted us to see for
ourselves how our colleagues
serve patrons, direct daily operations, aad build unique collections. The British Council arranged visits to I? special, public. and academic libraries, as
well as to Protestant and Catholic churches, a private country
estate, and beautiful tourist
sites throughout Northern Ireland, We were treated to an excursion dong the magnificent
Xorth Coast where we encountered the geological marvel of
40,000 basalt columns extending into the sea, The Giant's
Causeway, then stayed overnight in Derry.
The Deny Public Library, like
most libraries in Northern Ireland, has an extensive specid

collection on genealogy and local
history, including materials on
the political "Troubles" begun in
1969. We arrived in Deny hours
after 50,000 people had
marched to commemorate
"Bloody Sunday" when I3 CathoIics were shot dead by the British Army in 1972. Although a
ceasefire has been in effect for
twc years, 10 killings had occurred recently, so tensions were
riskg again throughout Ulster,
Libraries are considered
nectral, non-partisan, community institutions and have been
spared terrorist attacks. Serving
Protestant and Catholic communities, their hiring practices are
non-discriminatory, and they
"never felt religion to be an issue" in the library profession.
Indeed. the Korthern Ireland
Political Collection at the subscription Linen Hall Library in
Belfast "contains something to
offend everyone," its specig

librarian acknowledged. From
1968 over 80,000 items on the
2oubles have been systematically collected on all sides of the
conflict, a unique collection
used by international scholars
and journalists as well as by active participants in the Troubles.
Conflict Archives on the
aternet (CAIK) is being collaboratively developed by the Linen Hall Library, Queens University in Belfast, and the University of Ulster at Magee in Deny.
This multimedia graphical database includes full-text pamphlets, newsletters, and broadsheets among other documents
and ephemera that can be accessed by users on the World
Wide Web. Its U K is http://
cain.uIst.ac.uk/.
Another special library us;ng advanced technology and
the Internet to share its resources with remote users is
%entinrrat.edC P ~m x 1 p g e
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htrmatfona! &ew, from p q e 7

",ine Ulster-Arnerim Folk Pad<
w i f ~its Catre for Emigation
Studies research facility. Tile library collection and its erdgation databzse focus upon the
aJish ernigratioc tQ the USA and
Canada in t5e eighteenth
through nineteenth centuries. It
iccludes shipping advertisements, passenger lists, govemmect reportss, family gapers,
emigra~t letters, and other
sources to domment t%e history, social life, agricu!@~re,economic hardships, and acconplishments of Msh emigrants ',o
North Ameria. ; o h Winters,
e~igration datzbase manager,

wher: asked haw he s%ys
abreast of te~dxoiegicddeveiopments in rural County TYrone, :epIied "Like a daciicdm and serene on top? paddling like heE iindernead'~."We
agreed we feel m c h the sane
in om 3.S. institllltioas.
Yet soxe "Iov+techn iibrzIes
remaiir, in Xorthe~z irelaxi,
houshg quite atonishisg d e c :ions of rxe books. Spri~gkiU,a
seventeend~ centzry piantatian
house now managed by die Ka<on$ T?&, has 3,600 u n m 1ogeC rzrities in its private 2bray. An ecciesiastisal &ray
which ?unctions as the Azzagi~
Public Libzaiy csnta'ks 25,330

Judith A. Siess, president of Information Bridges Ixtemational, Inc., Richmond Heights, CH, was inadvertently an%j
[ 'Led from the member cews section in the Mar& 1998 issue
of f@om&ztdonOutduok. Siess Is the new p~biisherand editar
of TIze One Person Libray:A N&~."~s"Zeeter~%,r
Lbbr~rgbm,

I

we bcoks, L~cIu&kg z ~ ' ~ o G t - and cur new friends in Nortked first e.j.!~on cf &&& Tjm- ern Irelad. The British Couneh and two hdogaph l e m s 5y cil funding fcr study tonrs is
being cut, so o a e r U.S. i:iha:jon&an Sv& ~&o seyed
i3em :3 St. Patri&'s Czheolrd. isns may not Se sponsored !D.
riR
;fie Pazag$ O3se1wi2xy h a t3e fzture. This would be an
axiassed a octskr~dingcoEec- unfortunate end to a rriocderti02 af rare weono~dcdbock fid program designed 66 furm d perisdids over Zs 233-year ~ a e rcooperatien between U.S.
existence. john McPaYtlad, its E- 2nd Xort2em kelaad IibraribrarixJastronomerf h o ~ e s 3 ans at a *Lime when iaterna2
is inccmputerke the cdecticn as *L* ~ o ~ acommanicztion
creasingiy important for ail
%c& are made avaiIa5le.
At the end of t2e library ssesiaI and acsdemic iibraries
8
study tour* -:participants aii 2nd icstitctions.
agreed oar precocceptions
aboi;t Northern Ireland had &y Harkha HcPhwil. McPha8
t Dibeen dspeiied, that our hori- fs ataiog Iibra~an~ lSun
zons had expaa@ed by seeing g o St& LigZhwsi$, and sewes
foe beaztifv.1 ccsuctry and its ~ZSSLA ddeg~~te IFLA'S SKresouzces, we were safe a m on EdticaObn @miXWiing.
I
thrwghoet, and ail had bene- She mqy bbe ,reached Y ~ Le-mail
fited frcm interacticg v&Ii col- ~ t : zt;.rncphai&?mZl.s&x edu.
Ieag~es. VJe m d e commit- For more infoman~onon 'Werxents to share 2v.r experience nat5ond NcvsI" @me contact
h7~5chin,on gt:
wiC? U.S. cclleagxs, and to B a b m
s z y in toech with each o f k r barharah@gg,anions.edz.
L-

j31-8061-0
LEXIS i.xi kEXiS are rq:sizred 1:zdernarks 2nd the iNFORMATI0: ARRAY i w o is a trademark of Rejd E'sewr Propeniss in-.. used under Bcense. 0 1938 LEXIS-NEX!S, a division of Reed Elsever inc. All :!glts resexed.
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everything they need to turn the program into a true educational
and networking experience. First, we mail out the site coordinator's
manual that includes essential contact information, guidelines, tips
for hosting the program, and promotional strategies. As the actual
day of the broadcast nears, we mail the handouts and materials,
certificates of completion, and the satellite coordinates.
In the association's effort to become more vi;.tual, we encourage
YOLI to take action and bring these programs to your area. Ski's next
distance learning videoconference, '.Harnessing Intranet Potential"
will take place October 8, 1998, from 1:00 p.m.- 4:00 p.m. EST and is
sponsored by the Dialog Corporation. This basic to intermediate level
program will define Intranets, the technology needed to support them,
and the information professional's role in managing an lntranet site.
The panelists, all from companies known for their top-notch Intranet
initiatives, will share some features from their sites. To purchase a site
license for your area, go to the "Educational/Career Opportunities"
section of the SLA Web site at www.sia.org.
If you need more information on SLKs distance learning videoconferences or would like to be kept on the mading list for site licenses, please e-mail your request to profdev@sla.org.
8

Each spring and fall, SLA's Professional Development Department offers a first-rate satellite videoconference that focuses on important issues or trends sffecting the information industry. Past
videocor,ference topics have included marketing library semces,
electronic copyright law, meeting users' needs, and knowledge
management. Cur most recent videoconference, "Everybody Wins:
Building Alliances for Greater Gains," explored the importance of
strategicAy aiigning your library services with other departments
in your organization and externally.
"Everybody Wins" was SLKs most interactive distance learning
vdeocoderence yet. The program included a 90-minute satellite
broadcast, a case smdy exercise that was completed and discussed
during the broadcast, questions from participants addressed live on
the air, and dimssion sessions following the broadcast at each location. In addition, attendees utilized supplemental materials on the
SLA Web site jwww.sia.org) and participated in chat rooms with
the panelists fo:lo~Ningthe program.
SLKs distance learning videoconferences offer convenient, interactive, educational progrmming, and can reach thousands of information profess:onals throughout the U.S., Canada, and Europe because of their satellite based format.
That's where j7ou come in. Each spring and fail, you can make
SLA's distance learning programs available to your chapter members, colleagues, or in-house staff by purchasing a "site license."
Simply 2ut, p~achasinga site license registers your location for the
program. It gives you pzrmission to downlink the broadcast and to
invite ir.formation specialists to participate.
Beca-~sedownlinking an SLA videoconference is one of the most
convenient, inexpensive u7aysto offer high-qualrty educational progammiqg, many chapters have hosted this event for their locd
members, w& private companies often bring the videoconferences
in-house as a Zaining opportunity. All that is required to be "host
site" is s videoconference facility capable of downlinking KG or C
band satellite transmission and a volunteer to act as a "site coordinator." (The Ku and C stmd for frequency, Ku-thousands of cycles, C--hundreds, Satellites have either Ku or C band transponders
that turn arousd a satellite signal. Some satellites have both.)
Site coordinators are the organizers of the event. They act as the
main point of coatact for SLA head~uarters,ensure that a facility in
their area can downlink Ku or C band satellite transmission, m i t e
people to attenli, duplicate handouts, and facilitate the event.
Once a site license is purchased, SLA mails the site coordinator
Fm more?infomation on "ProfessionaIDevelopment Outlook, " or to
conmbute to the column, please contact Directoc Professional Development Vdene Tq10or at: 1-202-234-4700, ext. 617;.fax: I 202-265-931 %. e-mail: va!eriie@sla.~g,

:
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The Internet is a jumble of resolnces- .
some vaIuabIe, o k s less so. :n this sea of virkd amrcky, t3ere are resources that d- .
low us to assist our p%rons in? a variety of tasks from acswehg the most basic refer- .
ence quesrions to servhg sore compiex
needs, such as searching cut kfomztion
about a particdar career or a specgc company. Katharine G. Abraham, Com~issionerof
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, notes that
'"1oba.l competitkx, shanghg technology
m d business practices, 2nd shifts in <?e demm-d for goods and services continue to reshape America's job mxket--creathg a
widespread need for comprehensive, up-to- .
date, and reliable career ixforma2axwi
Through the Internet, we cow hwe Lie a$%ty 9quickly and effectively access Cis type
of data. We a n , in a matter of minutes, recover a volume sf information that may Bke .
h ~ u r sor
, days, tc retrieve iG prht fom.
Richard Nelson Eolles has noted that the
Internet can be a heipfar'l place for job hanters or w e e r changers to:
sear& for vzczncies, listed by emplayers (often cdled job listings).
post a resumC.
get some job-hunting help or w e e r
ccunseling.
make co~~%cts
vJitiz people who can hdp
you find information or 1:elp you get ir:
for m i~terviewat a pirtic;~iarplace.
fmd information or do research on ftdds,
ompations, compmies, atid citie~.~
This artide showcases a hand% of
,

'

s i d e , What Coloris Ymr.~arachu&?,notes : <&it wX be of use to the career searcher.
that <?ere "a'r;re approxknateiy 11,060 sites - *%e Monster Board dews users 'Ls create
on the Internet <?at deal with jobs, meers, and post r k s m b to its "Xksunk City"
or job-hunting." Z m e sites generdy con- whi& is a. searcha3ie dsabase of more
&in a wedth of kformstim about spec&
than 297,177 rksnmks. These rCsmks ca2
.
topics and iinks to a wide vzriety of resourc- be Yiewed by ptenziai empioyers VZX pay
es. Bolies' site, hosted by the Wmizingron - a fee to access the database. The s k also
Post (h~:ii~~~n~.washm@onpost~com/wi:expicjs a Persond icb Search Agent, play
adv!classiPieds/careerpcst/parachutei
%2y cded Swoop. %is robot searches Lqe
f~o'roct.htmj,is a good example of tize qudify - site returnisg rr,a%l.,isg jobs to <?e user's
that is wakble om the Xet* Links on t53 ""Po?!e ir: Box" and notifies the user via esite are divided into six categories: gateway mail. Career fairs, expos, acd industry
s k s , job-listing sites, rCsusC s k s , career events are dso Sigi$ighted on the site.
counseling sites, con&d sites, and wesearck
;%e Catapuk (h@://w~~.jsbweb.org/
sites. Boks has developed a rztir;g system ca&pnlt/ca&puIt.htm) was started in 1994
whereby he affiies a parachute .,a the sites as a site for career services professionals
he bezeves hold the most promise to those CLi?zt would he@ to spread <le word a5o~;t
searching for career rdated resources. In ad- the "many qpczunities that derive $om
diticn CLO us&d arctations for each of these the World Wlde Web, z.s it relates to the casubdivisions, Boks indudes a brief and h- reer pianning professiorr. " %day, <?issite is
"
romative oveArviewof why a particdzr te&- . densely populated vrith Iinks 31 Empioynique (such as posting your rCsumC orJiiep ment Centers, In depth sec~ons333 ,Career
or receivkg competent areer counselkg osn Assessment Took (including seif-assess$he Internet) will or will not work.
xent exercises and definitions of s k i comfie Riley Gui& (http:/l~~wv.iibm~com/petencies), Hdp Guides, and Career LiSrary
j'cbgside/j is a comprehensive site mveriqg a Resources i'sers vdl find the 5readtk 2nd
Sroad range of to~icsfro= s-*e
rksmk depth sf reso~rcesat <inis site ap, asset ir:
preparation to using Be Ir;,Lerzet k your j6b the search for career information.
sear&. Tiie site contains nGtipie amoated
%f l
M s to I o d a d 'rocatiozi job resorrrces mand ~@YB?@R?W~C#%
The federai govercment is amther iahas received several awxds for exdence.
This resource kcIudes k?ormatioc for jo3 vaiz::ua3Ieresource for career resources onseekers in m a y professions, geogqhic x- line. Witk its growing commitrmnt to
eas, and sages of their job search. Advice on i ~ t e m e access.
t
Me government is making
rksumt preparation, aver IeEers, and use sf more materials avaikble i~ dectrccic fsr>

'

I

approxi~ately250 occupatior~scovered in
the 1996-97 Handbook accounts for about
seven ost of every eight jobs in the econo~ y . Xie
" occupational information presented in this odine resource provides valuable
assistance to individuals making career decisions abotle their frlture work lives and to
those of us assisting in career searches.
In searchfig for a specific job with the
govenmeEt, check out Federal Jobs DigE-st
(http://vnvw.jobsfed.com) which claims to
have %ore federal vacancies than ar:y other
source." On fne day I visited this site, there
were 5,568 positions in the jobs fie. The Digest offers a well organized set of 17 career
categories from whici? searchers can choose.
Positions listeci under Information Arts, for
exzmple, provide a Job Series null-ber, Job
Trtle, and P m b e r of Listings Today. The Job
%tie section is hsefiinkeci to a complete listing of positions and contact information as
weji as Iinh tto pay scales a ~ ad sample
reccrd to kelp kteqxet the job posting.
individuals looking for information on a
career with specific agencies within the federal government will find that many of the
government's Web sites have links to job
cpport-anities.
Some sites will have just the bare bonesjob title, position number, salary?and closing
date. Others still, will have more comprehensive listiags of irSorrnation like pay, awards,
p:omotims, hours, and vacation. WMe there
is little uniformity between government sites,
.abundance of usthere is nezly dways u
able and. o f m vaixable inforination.

.

:

:

:

~ G B W B C K ~@CZ
B~
Adding to the host of sites deding with
career resources are commercial sites. These
organizations gather information about in:
dustry trends and companies which is then
packaged ard resold L
' o izterested parties.
Many of these sites will allow free access to
:
a portion of their information and charge for
:
the full range of services. Hoover's Online
(http://www.hoovers.colm/j
publishes informationaboutmo:ethan12,000publicand
private companies worldwide. The company
:
collects data about businesses and publishes
these in "Capsules and Profdes." Hoover's
C8nw Ce~icrs
notes that its 'Company Capsules are a free
Man;y colleges and universities also have
source of basic information and useful links
weer resource sites that may prove useful. www.brandeis.rdu/hiatt/web-data/ for all the com?anies we cover. Capsules
While rzsotlrces bcated on these sites are career-fields.html) that points to resources contain information on...pubIic and private
genera@ geared to the school's students and created through "a collaborative venture of enterprises in the United States and around
alumni, outside users may often find links to 25 highly selective liberal arts colleges who the world." Hoover's Profiles "'contah demateriais created by the school's staff and to promote and use innovative technology in tailed information on approximately 2,700
other lnternet resources. The Harvard Busi- the career development process."
companies in the U.S. and around the
Gess Schooi's Baker Library (http:ll
The UCLA Career Center ;http:// world." The profiles are available through a
ww.libra~.hbs.edu/wekome,hDn)
offers a www.saonet.uda,edu/career/)
contains fee for service agreement.
weak& of infomiation to those seeking career much information specific to the needs of
When looking for current news about
resources on tie Web. %is site contains a its students. The Employer Information 6t certain indnstries or corporations, cornmultitude of 'kks to prht as well as Internet Job Resources on the Web (http:/l rnercial sites will often provide timely inresources. Lxlucied on this site are links to www.saonet.ucla.edu/careerlothe
job.htin) formation. Blrsiness
Wire (http:I/
niateridis generzted by the library staff and to contains a large set of links to materials on www.businesswire.com/) claims to be
commercial resaxces like PR Z\'ev~swire's international job searching, regional and "the leading electronic disseminator of fiCmpuqy
News
On-Call
(http:I/ summer jobs as well as links to informa- nancial and product news releases, phowww.pn~e;~swke.com/cnoc/cnoc.h~)
wt2ch ticn about specidized career fields.
tos, advisories, and feacares from iarge,
offers a "complete and up to the minute one
year, archived data3ase of all stories appearing on PR Newswire, . ," and Coprate News
on the Net (hflp:!P~vww.3usinesswire.com/
cnn/) from Business iNire. Also included is a
section of Bibliographies 6L Guides which includes a Career Resource Guide, links to company and industry information and a page of
Economics Gr. Statistics kks.
Brandeis University's Hiatt Career Center
(http://www.brandeis.edu/hiatt/
hiatt-home.htm1) offers several pages of
links to useful resources. These pages point
to employmen!: opportunities, guides to rCsum6 and interview preparation, and a page
titled "Profiles of Weer Fields" (http:I/
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medium, and small companies and organi- and in doing so have opened their sexch fcr
zations wor1dwide." The site offers hourly employees to a vast portion of the worId.
headlines for each of five topics under the Cornpatlies that have taken hese steps make
Industry Specific category and is archived finding employees a bit easier while n k k g
back seven days, %is site's Coprate Nmw the meer searcher's job mc& m x e effion the Met (http:llwww.businesswtre.com/ cient. With the cIi& of a moilse, &e searcher
cnn/) page affords the user an opportunity ow has access to positions wit& Lqe cornto review coxpany news releases by i n k s - . pay and, on some occasions, background .
try type. Also avaiIable is a link to Big- information about tke company. %is $for- OU~LF(http://www.BigChzrts.com) which . mation nay have tallen horns or days ti: Ge- .
allows users access to chrts, reports, indi- vebp prior to a cmpiiny's presecce on 5?e
cators, quotes on stocks, mutual fmds, and . World Wide Web.
major market indexes. Users wiil also find a
Hnk to Z~~rketGuiie
Repom. MarketGuide ~ @ ~ R % % ~
provides N o free report types: Cornpay
jratrons, iii~rarians:and informatb~proSnapshots and Price Charts. For a fee, users fessionals hoking for career resources os
can m e s s several other reports that may be the Internet are confronted with a maze 3f
of use when searching for compmy specific information that may prove useful in the :
information.
And what if your patron's job search kvo1ves relocation? Quite naturally there are
Web based resources that wi'rl assist ir: this
side of the search a1so. Sites iiiie fie
Pfomebuyer% Fgir (http:/lhomefair.comi
home/) offer several calculators that wm
compare the cost of living in hundreds of
U.S. and in~ernationalcities, czlwlate moxgage rates, and compare the vdue of renting versus owning a home-useful information for those thicking of rehaticg.
Those working as technical witers, Web
masters, and other onlhe professionals wiLi
be interested in Z%eSaIcz."~Zone on t2e ZD
Internet Megasite (hp:llsearch.zdnet.co~Ll
zdimag/salaryzone) wilich has put togegier
"the nation's most comprehensive saIary
survey for 14 categories of internet professionals, after compi&g data frox a to%l of
3,578 respondents." B e SaZav Zone also
hosts a relocation calmlator and affords
visitors the opportunity to partake in the
salary survey, Perhaps one of the more important aspects of ',?is site is that they have
added a section on the data collection me*odoIogy used for the sarvey. Users are able
to judge for themselves, tke validity of the
data they are viewing.
'

indiwldua3 Campanbes
As the internet evolves, more companies
are seeing 5ie potential of mountkg Web
sites that extol the virtues of tiieir pxhcts
and create a worldwide presence. So maqy of
these orgatlizations have dso seen the value
of posting career opportunities on the Web
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hunt for a new meex. IVkile the kternet
may ewer evolve into a one-stop s3oppicg
emporim for acy single type of infomation. 2 can be a vai~a3ieadjunct to om repeFaire of sexcil tools. With over 11,8d8resources Ceciicated to career resources, and
onr :ecog~ized 83ility ts evahate these
sites, we c ~ effeceivey
q
use this powerful
device to help osr pztrons cash in on areer
resources on tlx Internet.
g

%&@s
1996-97 Occupationd cutlook c and book.

Available at: hQ:lls~ts.bls.g~vlocohorne.
2.

\IJhzt Color is Your Parachute: job Hznting
Onhe:
P;?aiia>ie
:
http:/l
~j~w.u~ashicgronpost.ccmlwp-dvlciassisiedslczreepost/parachute/front.i-,t='~~

by their users. They are skilled in retrieving
this information on a timely basis using the
most appropriate sources. The Internet is
hardly 'turning this venerable profession upside down.' Indeed, these professionals are
highly sought after and in demand."
Well done, ShirleeI More than ever, information professionals need to promote
their value in the evolving Information Age.

Shirlee Schwartz, president, Fairfield
County Chapter, received some good ink in
the StaqJord Advocate regarding a widely
published article 5y Troy Corley of the Los
Angeles limes. In his article, "Search Pros
May Need to Search for a New Line of Careers", Corley asserts that the Internet is
changing the information profession. He
cites exaxyles of how the Internet has
tmned information gathering into anyone's
game, but balances this out with the unique
contributions made by information specialists. One sourc? goes so far to say that the
business of being an information broker is
no longer financially viable. That's when
Schwav:z steps ic. ..
In her jarwry 18 letter to the editor,
Schwartz sets c.; shining example of successful pubiic relations by makiig a positive
statement about the profession of special librarianship. In her letter, she creates interest
for the publiisher and readers by mentioning
prominent i o d c~mpanies,illustrating that
information professionals are behind the
scenes in most mjor businesses and organizations in the area. "These professional librarians and information researcilers respond t,o their users in corporations such as
General Electric, Purdue Frederick, Perkin
Elmer..., to mention a hi,as well as clients
in hospitals, libraries, and universities." She
also pains to :he more than 175 information
professiocals in her chapter, again reinforch g the iocal tie-in.
With. that said, Schwartz continues to
make her pokt. "What sets them aside from
tile searchers described in the article are their
capabilities i? innderstanding what is omissive by just usir~gthe Internet. By their training and experience, fney can evaluate the correct resource fcr obtaining the most up-todate and a~thoritativeizormation required

,

.

'

case Closed!

:
Kitty Bennett, news researcher, St. Petersburg limes, reports a stunning example
of the investigative [echniques of information professionals. When Tampa police were
on the trail of a m~rder,they gave the bit of
biographical dak they had on their suspect
to a Times reporter, The reporter then handed the lead to SLA member John Martin,
another news researcher at the Zmes.
Martin found a record of the police's
prime suspect, Jessie Bailey of Tampa, FL.
Only after further research. he found a problem-records showed the man was deceased.
After a little mon digging, he came upon an
interesting developnent-there was another
Jessie Bailey, with a different date of birth,
living in the same area. Martin and the
rimes reporter determined police were
searching for the wrong man! Indeed, Martin
-

For more i ~ o m a t i o non "PublicRelations Outlook,'"r to contribute to the column, please
contact Directol; Public Relations jennger Stowe af: I-202-234-4700, ext 634;fax: I202-265-931? ;.-mail:jenn$er@sIa.og.

.

:

confirmed tile first Jessie Bailey was deceased, and tile reporter had the police discontinue distribution of his photo just prior
to going on air with it. When the reporter
went to the k i n g Jessie Bailey's home (Martin located the address through Autotrak
records), she witnessed him returning from
the murder scene with the 12-gauge shotgun murder weapon displayed on the front
seat of the very truck that Martin had veriFied. Within minutes, the police were notified
and the suspect was apprehended.
Martin modestly calls it a good example
of reporteriresearcher communication. It
certainly was! According to Bennett, Times
management was very pleased with Martin's crime-solving ability, praising his "intelligent use of the technology." Now that's
one way to get management's attention!
But the attention didn't stop there. Martin has received further accolades, including
those from Editor di Publishec in its February 27 issue. The article, by David Noack,
highlights ti?e skills of news researchers to
their target audience-news management,
who often find themselves dependent upon
quality research and highly skilled people to
perform a supportive role in good reporting-librarians! Noack writes:
"For most news researchers, the work is
pretty routine and doesn't often produce
this kind of result. But newspaper newsllibrary researchers say this is an excellent
example of how reporters and researchers
can work together. 'Electronic research
plays a gigantic role in newspaper reporting
today, and smart libraries have positioned
themselves as experts or at least guides in
this area,' said Brook Cain, news researcher
at the News dt Observer in Raleigh, NC.
'The result, I think, is much more collaboration and more complete reporting."'
The article also points lo the success the
St. Petersburg limes has experienced since
librarians began working in the newsroom
hand-in-hand with reporters. Why? When
put to work in the middle of the action, infomation professionals become critical players on a high performance team.
Information Otltloak
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in the janaay issue of 1@mat601? Oaf- Cizt i4 additim to C?e subject matter @en h
look, fne resources available from S-A's %for- the citatkon tice. yoz get a 1;kBora of oeizer
mation Resources Center were summarized, Iiiis that you mchose at y o u v d .
ln 'Li?e Knowledge Mannagememat (KM)
and I hope that you have been able to d i e
use of them. Here, I ax goLng a discuss in EIP, nearly 49 percent of 5ie artides are
more dew2 the Eleceonic %formation Packets Iinked to $23 text or a5stracts, and 5zere are
(EiPs),which I 'Eke to C1i& are fhe jewels in over twenty links & other KM related VJeb
the v " i croxm. EIFs are electrogdy de- sites. The Web si',e iiaks are in the forms of
veloped bibliographies on librxy rela3d top- artides, journgs, foruxs, papers and case
ics, that now i~cludecitations of articles, stcdies, In Dav:d Skyme's .'@vexiew 3f
monographs, and We3 sites on various sub- KnowIedge $Lanagemen:" at h p : / /
~~v~w.sk~me,coili/km.
h m , he makes Cle
jects of cment hterest. Ti9ere are new
3-five of these, as listed on f&s page and on perhaps obvious, but iqortant, c o m e a t
that you m s t concentrate on ""Vital16nowiour Web page at h-p://wlawsia.org/~)?emberskrp/irdwp.hm~.Xiey are cerz&Iy one of edge-YOU need to f 3 m ; you don't have
the most fan resources which the RC stsf udidted rescxces." just ?Zing your
produce for our members. I shocld point sit InZanet or ICnowkdge Management system
that the EIP i d e x Web page kclades va&us with tons sf informathn does nnot automatreference iists, as wefi as Gie eleaorri~cdlyde- icaily create knowledge. The I4706d Wide
Web Xmiai
Library at hitp://
veloped bibliographies.
is aI1egedly
/
the iargest
Our Iargest HP is the one on tlie Internet, w ~ ~ w . b f . c o k m
which is currently nine pages lozg. Zze books coIiection of knowiecige Eanagement literaarid articles listed cover many aspects of the m e . =d is certainly worth a visit. At the
end of the EIF, there are links tc Knowledge
Internet. including ser_i~sty~
research, sach
enghes, zetadata, ad the World Wide Web. Management so-hare sites, which memnienty-seven of tiie articles are linked to bers have found to be most use%!.
Wtll so many exceUer:'L znd diverse XIWeb sites wifn abstracts or -fuE text versions
cks
and other resources about the informaof 5le acicle. Tne site
s o o ~have to be
split into sepwate sites, probabiy mvekvg the "Lion hdustry being made zvail&k 2has besdjectt mentioced above. I fu;d Cze We5 come s major probIen d e ~ d i ginto which
sites in the Internet EII? particulariy helpfd. EIP to file them. Tize new General Library
TtXting for the Web: A M m r for Librari- Topics EIF was %e mswr. Yt lists a number
am,"
by Eric H. Scixnefi, has some usekl of articles 33 the faare 3B the Iib:ary profes;hicts, m d is not too xcf.skd. Greg Kotess' sion, but also ircfi~desarticles on prison hand resource shararticle, " ~ m p a r eSearch Engke Featxres, brar:es, gray Iitera~~re,
Size, and Strategies," not d y 'Aes yo^ ing. One of its Web k k s Cakes us to "Digital
throxgh the relative merits of the search en- Dmcker" at htzp:/Pm~w.&sys. COW-&stars/
a mast for devotees of
$yes, but also gives s&,tisEics, definitions, tecirnoiruckexl%fidr
59e
great
nranagement
@:lm, Peter Dxcker.
and a bibliography. The eve: presen~xb1en
of evakxathg infomation on the Web is dealt The "Librarians' Ordike Vdarehouse" a';
is a
with iq Hope Tharl's "Evaimtkg @~&jron h@://~:~~&~z~s~n~ine.co~n/rnain.ht-m
the Net." T%e great thing about Web iinks is usefLii site of li'irzry related c9nrs;anies that

be searched by scbjeb. The XUA
Internet Surveys site at hiiC&P://wmv.nlia.I'e/
su.~~gs/index.
cg' Lrcludes zbles m d gaphs
of Internet usage, articles, and dis~~ssion
goups. T3re Euro1;ea b'r,ior: and Japmese
Web sites 3stPd are gecerai information
directories.
sites, search engkes,

As mentioned, the EIPs index ?age also
iadndes reference lists, svich as Contacts
for BookiJoamaI Domtions, whn& lists
Web sites, Iistservs, and organizatis~sthat
zccept b o o b and journals for donation to
third world and emergizg nations. The Iiss
of International Special LSbrafy Associations, Library Related Bgaafizations,
Fkicemeart and Executive Search Firms,
and Training Qganiaatislms are self-explanatory. They ds not hold themselves cu::
to be conpiete hsts, and we are ahti~ys
haspy to hear ahout usefd additions
8

by Lucy Leftis

n a poem, Robert Browning
wrote of a man who painted
f~ultlessly:yet realized that
imperfect artists created
gxater works. "Less is
morc," sometimes, the painter
said, resignedly. In a time
when mmy of as have begun to feel that
the accumaIation of more-more money,
more goods, rnore prestige, more everything-5rings us only less and less satisfac-

I
.

.

'
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tion and fulWmenr, we night do well to remenber Browning's unhappy artist.
In our profession, perhaps we might do
well, too, to consider the thought of another
English poet, John Keats. In a letter, Keats
coined the term "negative capability" by
which he meant 5fe capacity to accept the
incomplete: the unanswered, the unresolved. He was speaking of Shakespeare,
noting that the great dranatist put before
us overwhelming problems, questions, and
difficulties, b ~ often
t
did not provide answers or resolutiors. If one is to read him,

L u q Lett2 is director Nburiness information sewices at Arthur Andersen LLP in New
Ycrk. She B chair ofthe steenizg committeeforSLAY Second Worldwide Conference on SpecialLibranansh@t~be held OctoberZOO0 in Bnghton, England. She can be reached via email L T ~lug,
: let&@a~humndenen.
cum.
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one must live wkh che f x t that existence
often offers no neat, tidy conclusions to
life's messes, and the fact that some human
actions come to an end without, as it were,
ending.
We seem in our time to begin to realize
that control is not possible, but order
emerges out of chaos. This concept can be
very exciting. Not long ago, I had the priviiege of meeting !te renowned management
consultant, Margaret (&/leg) Wheatley, at
Arthur Andersen's "Learning for the Wen@-First Century" conference. Wheatley,
along with Peter Drucker, Peter Senge, and
other luminaries was a keynote speaker. I
was at the conference to conduct breakout
workshops an "Libraries of the Future."
Wheatley is m h o r of the mind opening
Leadership and the NCN Science: Learning
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d o u r Organizatiorejom an Order& Uni-

verse. She applies revolutionary discoveries
in quantum physics acd chaos tkeory to
shed new light on the ?mdsnnen+d issues
of organizing work, people, and life.
Mkeatley asserts, "Equili'criilx is ceitller
tbe goal nor the fate of k i n g systems, sixply because as open systems they are partners with their er:vironment. The stuciy of
the systems...has shown that open systems
have 'lize possibZity of continuously importing free energy from the environment and
of exgorting ectropy. They daft sit quietly
by as thek energy dissipates. They don't
seek equilibrium. To stay viabie, open systems maintzin a s';rte of non-equilibrium,
keeping the systerr: off balance so that it
a n change and grow."
In the past, xanagexent anaiysts
iooked for stmc%re in system, a d so

.

:
.
.

'

.

:
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faiiad to see that the processes of growh
and adaptzbility make systems more viable
over time. Analysts sougk. inEuences tkit
v~ould suppcfi stihili? insteaci of those
:bat might enhance forward movement. Resbult: s?~itritifica',ioc,confmion, and faikre, a
h s t r a ~ o nof a system's own attempt to
grow, to adapt, to change.
Tbe Greek tragedies of whick kistotk
spoke may have a well-ordered beginning,
middle, and end, but Iife usually does not.
It is a frigkening thoug~rlt.% ;arepan, to
make the most a r e f d plans, to think a task
throug! before beginning, to set up a clear
aad sensible design-who has not believed
tilat this is the only competent way to
worii? Yet if modern tl.o@t is rigkt, we
may End it is just as well (if not better) to
keep ail plannicg to a sensible minimux,
always be ready to discxd the schedxie or

2 3 3 the ondine, as shifting reality shows
us the Qsk wili not aiwzys bend itself tc
o x w2 a ~ wbat
d we plaxned for yesterday
does not come close to meeting the needs of
today. We may come to feel as we continue
to work irn our developing profession-is
some ways vim&y a cew discipline, perha2s especidy suited to and in need of
new thinking a d rsw procedure-tha:
strategy which anticipates ambiguity rather
than certainty, many possibilities instead of
just one, wiII be of more vaine than trying
to work as thozgi~we are sure of 22 tb.at is

coming. We should: be prepared not so
much to move t k o ~ g hpreconceived steps
one, two, and h x , bur to work ahead Aways with the re&iz&on of cor:tinuous nnpredictability-planning and executing each
pafi of our Zsk as it makes ?self known to
us. For how can we prepare to accomplish it
b e f m we kcow what it reaEy is?
It is a &tie like emulating the comic
technique of ?din Wiiliams, as opposed to
the method of some earlier comedian-say
the late Henny Youngmar:, Youngman

w o Q out his jokes before he got on stzge,
and deiivered them $om memory>a d he
couid be very %nny. 3ut in h4s stage act,
tke younger Robin Wiliiams often comes to
the microphone wiki bbut Cqe sketchiest idea
sf what he v r i say, and shapes his wit to
the contingencies of the performance-and
ke is even funnier.

-
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It may seem almost pxacio%cd to plan,
but not pias completely. Acd it is: one
mi&t 4 it Lize paradox of management.
Our modest task is to try to control the ancontrollable-Sisyphus iq Hades rolling the
stone up the hi3 only t3 watch it rol' down
again. What in heE car: a poor sinner do?
litell, for one C?ieg, we can rethink the
roles of xanagers and ieaders. We can realize that unlike Sisyphas, we are not done.
There a n others 11&0 can he$ xus t8 push
the stone, and if instead of thms5nng a detailed blueprint under their noses and sa;y-

%g, '9this,"
0 we work with :hex, and let
them work u ~ Z 5US as we set ourseives :a a
task, perhaps w e 3 get our ioads cp severz1
h i s a ~ dkeep
: them there. 'When C2e DaEas
Cowboys were occe beaten badly, the cmc3
Tom Landry said, "I gave you a perfect
gaxe pian and you blew it." Possibly Mr.
Lzndry sho~rid b m chscged the plan,
3eeding 5.e advice of assistmt coaches and
players, as his supposedly flawless strategy
failed to work. Instead of "'Do this," Q3'
%%at do y m think of this?". 3 3 t h ~thaa
wili work," try "1Vhere do yon
Were's
anticipate t5is may meet pr03kms'i". An
icterkpendent goap, ~iittkboth leader zed
followers hkicg each step as it comes and:

deciding toetiier what to do, can make a
pretty- good rock-rolling team.
If we unCerstznd Ciat as we do such
work ~~eiabor in the midst of constant turbulence and confusion, we may well handle
it better. Watchkg a preconceived plan fall
apart is devastating, but if from the beginzing we trust 23 completed plan and work
from step to step, our ability to benefit from
our corn3iced vision and inspiration is enhanced. Henry Youngman walked his prepared jokes oiat before us and waited for
laughs; Robin Wlian;,s dances his extempore humor under our eyes-we can almost
see some of the humor forming as he
speaks: we dn~ostshare the act of creation
with him, and he does more than make us
laugh, for we kugk together with him. It is
hard to be inspired by planned instruction-"Step three: tighten wingnut"-much

,

:
.

easier to look xi: and see possibilities when,
menc~mbered,we look at what is coming
at us.
So iet us be &iendy to the paradox (if
paradox it is) of planniq, flexibly, of anticipating tine unmticipatable with the excitement of ch2diike wonder rather than the
terror cf the driver who never dreams of the
fallen rock around the next curve. We need

the changes, and prepare for "the eventxality of anything." Permanent white water!
Sure sounds excifing to me. Better than
"Step three: tighten wingnut,"
But scary, too, of course; that which is
exciting usually is. Such is the reason why
the epiiogue to Vfifeatley's book is titled Being Cornfortable with Uncertainty.
She begins by quoting Matthew
Fox: "Wisdom is about living
harmoniously in the universe,

which is itself a place of order and justice
that triumphs over chaos and employs
chance for its ultimate puqose."
Wheatley admits that, since studying
chaos theory, her world has become "a
strar~geand puzzling place where I cannot
rely on what I knew"; she doesn't yet "feel
secured by new sources of confidence." But
she also says that "the science is helping
a e understand, axxong many things, the
uses of chaos and its role in self-organization. I think I not only expect chaos now,
jut I've grown more trusting of it as a net-
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'La !em how to live in a real time, boundaryless world. Ir, the words of technology
marketing consubnt Regis McKenna, we
must prepare to live with "continuous discontinuous Change." Acute discontinuities
in trends are occurring as we approach the
millenixm, musing businesses to experience jzxk~g,large-scaie shifts in orientation and pra&it:iae. There are no signposts or
established paths to manage in real time.
We need to o~erateat warp speed, adapt to

:
:
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essary stage to greater organization. Recently, I advised a group of students who
were taking on an ambitious study of a new
subject area, and I noticed a different direction to my advice. They were eager to create
a model or framework into which they
could siot information. I was intent on letdng information do its thing. They wanted
to get organized at the start, I urged them
to create more information than they could
possibly handle. i guaranteed them that at
some point the infcrmation would self-organize in them, cxystallizing into interesting forms and ideas."
Most of us will think of "comfortable,"
I'm sure, as not quite the right word for

.

-

-

such procedures; some people have called
systems thinking, with its message that
pre-planned solutions almost never work,
"the dismal science." But if we learn to live
with the uncertainty of chaos theory, we
may find enough to make us, if not comfortable, at least hopeful. We may find, as
Peter Senge puts it in his landmark book,
77ze Frjh Discipline: fie Art Q Practice of
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fie Learning Orgaraiz~~bn,
"small, weU-fs- teecagers, and for many ocf us it was a terricused actions can sometimes produce sig- fykg experience. We are adzlts cow and
nifcant, enduring improvements," a princi- we've had enough of growing, thank j r t ) ~ .
pie systems theorists caE "ieverage." As But, well, co. If we have lived we3, we grew
Senge says, hamiling a difficult problem in college, in graduate scllool, in relaticenmay well be easier if, icstead of attempting ships, in love, in our first jobs, in just about
to force it into our completed plan, we try to
see "where the hi@ leversge" of welltimed, well-fomsed action iies.
Bnt oh! What if we make a mistake,
choose the ~ , a o n focus
g
or tizing! It some"Limes s e e m that all new system and tizeories are greeted with the canceling dou5ts
of "whst if," Did we make no mistakes
when we carehUy, cautiously, intelligently
planned ahead? (Reemember the placard, "I
never make misteaks"?) We need to remember, as Senge reminds US, of the piaque
Edward Land, founder and president of PGIaroid, kept cn his wd.It said: "A miszke
is an event, tFx fid 5enefit of which has
nct yet 5een turned to your advaniage."
I h w e considerable sympafhy for those
who will find d of this too much to undertake. We are talking about gowiag: growing is what we had to do when we were

evewhing v~oflhwh5eKqat we have done.
The best p~opies%y stop growing-chwyg
kg-when they die; the wo:st stop weE before, 2nd fa2 to riotice that %ey sre &ready
dead.
So here is 2no:he: oppcSunity for
change, and for g~owth.Persondy? i do^?
expect t3 get comhttbie, and the idea of it
scares me. But as long as I'ma h : I'd Eke

s. Bqond CerTainQ: fie
@ Org%nizatz'ons,Scstgn:

EBSCO's increased integration efforts will soon
provide the simplicity you've been seeking in
information management.
Your library users will be able to simultaneously sea.& electronic journals and multiple
online databases. They will easily link to the
full text of articles. They will be notified
instantly when your library's local print
collection contains the desired issue. And they

will automatically have the option to order
individual documents when the full text isn't
available elsewhere.
All with the click of a few buttons at the
desktop. And all without entering and exiting
several systems.
Quick, seamless, efficient access to Web-based
information. With EBSCB, it's rapidly
becoming a reality.

Helping you simplify your research environment.
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as popuktion characteristics, economic deveioprnent opsort~rities,s r vegetatlon types. GI§ is more than computer maps; it gives you the power to link
databases to maps to create d p a m i r displays. More iqortantly, it provides
tools to query a ~ overlay
d
those databases ir,ways not possible with. ttraditima1 spreadsheets. ESRl's ArcView" GIS for Libraries package i n s i d e s
Arcview GI§ softwsre and a wealth of geograpl-2 information: eight
CD-ROMs of map and statistical data. Call ESE today for more information
about ArcWew GIs for Libraries or other E S W GZS soIutions.

Fax: 909-307-3951
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by Marianne Braadbent

Knowledge Management:
An Emerging Concern
Knowledge management is emerging as
a key c o x e n of organizations, particularly
Close who ha7le already redesigned their
business prlxesses and embedded a total
quality approach into their practices. Major
consult~ngfs11ts are now gearing up to add
knowledge management to their lines of
business.
What does this mean to library and inforznation service professionals? Does it mean
that the nirvaca of public appreciation and
value is here? After all, don't librarians organize and provide access to knowledge? Is it
yet another management fad of the type referred 13by Hilmer and DomIdson1 that
proaises to be the technique to manage organizatio~ssmztiy and effectiveiy? Does it reflect a shift of 3dance ir;, the basiness world

to an emphasis on the knowledge end of the
data-information-kncwledge spectrum? is
knowledge mmagenent just a new income
stream for consukirrg firms when other buzz
words lose thei. luster? Or perhaps knowledge managemect is an oxymoron, and it will
be followed in a few years by "managing wisdom" when neither are redly possible.
This article explores the phenomenon of
knowledge management from the viewpoint
of a management academic with a professional background as a librarian. My perspective
is a critical and $formed one-laced with a
healthy dose of scepticism. In the early to mid
!980s, I struggled with deking the field of
information management, of identrfying the
differences amongst data, information and
knowledge, and the hplications of these diferences for professional education2.Some of
the knowledge management hype creates a
distirxt feeling of dkji-w.
For the past %'our years, I have been
-

OK iMarianHe Broadbent is director @the IT Execdh~eProgamJiir Gartner Group Pacgc.
She wasJomer& a professor in the Management ofInj?omzationSystem at the Melbourne
Business Sccriool,UniversiQOfMeZboume, Australia. She is co-author ofthe book, Leveraging the New IxCrastr~ctme:How Market Leaders Capitalize on IT, lo be released by Harvard
Business Schm! Press in Ju@ 1998. Broadbent may be reached via e-mail at:
manbnne.bma&ent@gan%ep:com.

involved in extensive international research
examining the information technology infrastructure capabilities of organizations. A significant part of that research is now focusing
on the nakre of the capabilities required to
provide a sound basis for successfully managing knowledge processes, professionals,
and knowledge work. In the past two years,
I have beec a participant in the hvitztiond
symposia of several consulting f ~ m in
s the
United States and Australia as they shape
their knowledge management practices.
I have multiple agendas in addressing
library and information professionals on
this topic:
to provide a lens through which to view
this emerging phenomenon
to explain how other communities of
interest are perceiving knowledge
management
to stimulate thinkiig and discussion
about the role of library and information
service professionals and the role of libraries in the management of knowledge
to encourage library and information
service directors to lead by example in
managiag the knowledge of their organizations, colleagues, and staff
to challenge readers to tell us how they
are managing knowledge now
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FllGUWE "I
Knowledge Use Rests On Managing lnfesrmatien h Learning

Adapted from Ernst & ?king, 1935

My aim is not to engage in &e esoterics
of what knowk6ge management 4s and is
not, but rather to inform and to prod with a
pragmatic, seiective, and eclectic review and
examples from internztional firms.
As a well traLred a ~ d e ~ ii cs h, r with an
explanation of what know1edge management
is from the literature-but itom the literatme
of management practice and consuking rather
than amderia. Exampies of
which
(overtly) practice knovdedge mamgernent a-e
given. %ese are &ox a h s k e s s m d large
3l-m perspective as they are mongst our Lrlterna~atiod resea& sites. %e catlrre of
howledge and knowledge wofk pcesses
z d <neb chdenges is explored.
The role of orga~iza"Lina1information
politics provides a usehi backdrop for understanding why some organizations will
succeed and some wiiI fail ic their efforts
to improve their management of knowledge. We condude with some comments
on which groilps have claims on 51%
emerging phenomenon.

mowledge is increasingly seen as a primary business asset3 and kmwiedge m a
agement as a key differentiatorbetweex firms
in the late 1993s4.L?tegal to &e impiementation of krmwledge xmagement is m k r starld'mg the orgmiza',ion's ir,fomation 3ows
and impiementir~gorgantzatlonnai lea-nicg
practices which make explicit key aspects of
its howledge base. Kcowiedge mmzgement

is not about mmaging or orgmizing books or
journds, searchkg the Internet for clEe~tsor
wr&'~~@ngfor tie circukitioc of materids.
ir, some
However, each of these advities
m y be pa$ of the kno~vledgemmagmeg;
spe,mm
processes.
IQowledge management is about enhancing tke use of organization& knowledge
Cqough sound practices of i20rmation
managemer,*; and organizational learning.
%e purpose is ',3 ddiver valiue to the jusicess. Figdre 1 shows the relationship beween t%ese four components, indimti~g
<!at bowledge xanagement is more than
maxging information Sows.
it rests on mi:foundations: ufizizg
and exploiting Cle organization's information (which needs to be managed for :%is to
occur); and second, the appiicatian of peopies' campe'lencies: ski& talents! thoughts,
ideas, in?~itions, commitments, motivations, and imagna50ns5.
Tc apprecizte the &i:Uenges of know:edge zanzgement, we need to understand
what k~scovdedgeis and how it gets transmitted. A useful way to think about kno~Aiiedge is as enriched information with insights i n 3 its context" We expiair, by example what this meacs to organizations.
W mid-sized manzfacturing firm we call
EstateCo Iaew t5at oce of its prodncs was
not selling weli and they dSri not ncderstand
why this was sc. It had taken mxly years
and dollars to develop. Their managemer:t
informa5on systems gave acmra'le icforzation about how mu& of the prodwt was
a
p

se&g and. where it vias s e x ~ gkc;
, no ksi@% in@ the reasons why or what they
could do i9olat it-except where the f L ~was
:
triahg a feedkick approach w3-13eld sfaC
%is msisted cf bctk face-to-face debrieW3.g~wi51 sales execxtfves and then an
dectronic clismssion da&base icvoIvhg the
saies executives, field staff, marketers, and
prcdu9ctCevdopers. MI Weid s&b k.fhe trkl
gcup had iaptop computers and mobile
phones and were abie tc read@ did in to the
firm headquasers. FoEovGng 5le debriefiigs
md haher sugestions from <fie dedronic
disczssions, some ino or but kirportimt
3xiges were made to the prcdzctI A renewed effort was made by the sGes s + f f in
&at area
was success9~l. The Pdmaround time of sk weeks was less %an one
third of the ~ s u a.lme
i it v~ould2ave taken
for this review process to be compIeted.
C a p r i r g the icsigbs of 8e;d staff abozt
vky the p d u E was not a&active to custmers, azd making Chis accesSibike quickly
to maketers and product developers, was
e x a q i e of ufikicg howiedge w h i 5 mig&
othe~piise remain with the sales staff. It
would :em& irt the minds of the M d s';2.ff
and not made explicit, captxed acd Cqen
factsred into decision-making processes.
The fact that a sales person or reference
librarian k n o w soxething sbmt why
produds o: sexices are not ufilized the way
the organhation desires is not of %self organizational knowledge. X becomes cxganizational knovdedge when there are xanagement processes in plsce v~hichcap"b:xe

that often person$, tacit, front-line information fron: w5i& others in the organization
':earn and make decisions. This is Cle meani ~ of
g kwYvIedge management-purposeful
management processes which capture often
personal and ontextual information that can
be used for ~e organization's benefit.
EstateCo's ase of the field staff is just
one component of the firn's integrated appwoacli to knowledge management.

bgel..fii~eCentered
erncnt for Business

a

flitnix

&m it

Knowledge managenent represents a
quantum shift for most organizations. It is
a forr of cpertise-centered management
focusir.g con using h m a n expertise for
bsiness adva:ltage.
VAkn seriior managers and consulting
firm refer tc the jenefits of knowledge
management, i'; 1s not from some altruistic
gerspective that people and organizations
shouId have a better knowledge base. it is,

to quote a recent symposium, about ''her-

aghg knowledge for business impact"
where considerable thought has gone into
how good knowiedge management practices
cal improve the competitiveness and financia1 performance of firms and ways in
which this can be measured.
bowledge mnagement practices aim to
draw out the tacit knowledge people have,
what they cmy around with therr,, what
they observe and, learn fron experience,
rather than what is usually explicitly stated.
In frms that agpredate the importance of
knowledge management, the organizational
responsibilities of s"f are not focused on
the narrow confines of traditional job descriptions. Managing knowiedge goes much
further than capturing data and maqipulating it to obtain information. The aim of
knowledge martzgement is for businesses to
become more competitive through the capacities of their people to be more flexible and
innovative7.These characteristics are organization-specific, the context is critical, and

they are hard to imitate-acributes whicii
deepen the sustainability of knowledge
management as a competitive advantage.

Tacit %ndExplicit
The distinction between tar& and explicit
knowledge is critical in appreciating the scope
of knowledge mmagement and how it differs
from information 2nd data management.
NonakaS refers to the spiral of knowledge
where new knowledge aiways begins with
the personal. For example, a researcher has
insights thz: lead to a new patent. A manager's informed and intuitive sense of market
trends beccmes tile catalyst for utilizing the
patent in a new type of product. The factory
supewbor draws on both experience and rethinking processes to develop a new process
which brings the product to the market more
quickly. Ln each case the tacit knowledge of
an individual becomes explicit as part of the
f m ' s mamgement processes.
Nonakz identifies four basic patterns for
creating k~owledgein 2197 organization:

FIGURE 2
Knowledge Management Map

Knowledge
Level

Material, CD-ROM

Explicit
(formai&d)

kriowiedge
Strategy Process

Txit

(experimental)
krlcwledge

individual

Group

Organization

inter-organizatron

Knowledge
Diffusion

From A. Boynton, 'Exploring Opportunities in Knowledge Management:
How to Get Started'.Knowiedge Management Symposium,
IBM Consulting Group, Sydney, 1996.
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Some we2-me organizations have been
doxg t h e forrr steps for m a y years, while
others are begkxkg to recosbe thek inprma and the extent to vihich they need to 3e
Lrl.tegra&d with hcw wcgt gets done. The
need for this holistic approach is not dissL~2I= to may ot!!er namgement techniqies:'.

I

Tc w5at extect dctes your xganization
already 3ave one or more of the four s t q s
in place? iibraries? 2s informtion-based
services, should understand the importance
of each of these steps and some sre %king
the Iead in their ~ganiz2tionswith tke encouragement of secior macagemerit. dthers
vvTait tc be asked, which I suggest has plever
been a wise actici
In delinea5ng the four steps above,
From A. Bsyntsn, 'Exploring Opportunities in Knowiedge Managenen::
How to Ge:: Skarteci',KnowiedgeManagement Syrn,p~o~i'~rn,
Ecynton is sear that knowledge manageIBM Consulting Group, Sydney, 1996.
ment is not new. It is something flat good
f k ~ hsve
s beer? prac5c;ng for many years.
From Qcit to Exit. Nnen one individual of kmvledge foms and presented these in En: few have understood Its irs;por?ixce or
shares tacit knowiedge with anotkr in the f o m a kowkdge map depicted in Fig- seen knowiedge management as a purpcseface-to-face contact.
are 2%The knowledge map has thee knovJi- ELI map,agement techique with xt:lti$e diFrom ExpEcit to Ex@&.
When an in&- edge dcmains or levels (tacit kmwledge, ex- mensions ar,d ixpcts.
T3e Fmis whi& are azentIy being ci&d
vidual combms discrete pieces cf eqiicit piicit knowledge, and izforma5on) and four
knowkdge
Iocations.
ioations
repreas
ieaders
Lz knov~iedgenaeagexent !E the
knowledge into a new wurfle, such s s a finazce manager collecting 2.116. sy~thesizing sezt the extent of kno~dedgeEksion: indi- Ucited Sates, C%a&, fapm, S~iitadand,
informstion and opinions from different viduds, gomps, Lie organization as s wkcie, ai?Q Aus2Gia have dsc been h d e s ir, the
p a a of the organizaticn then putting this and kter-og2nkational iocations. No orga- mep;.! appEcz%on of other mcagemext tecbcizz.tion cm or s h d d simulkqeonsly sPtd.c rdqzes Knowledge maagesent is TI e w k into a fmancial repoz..
F F Q %cj&
~
to ExpEcit. This extends the aE of the forms presented i?Figre 2. The ticn of their maagexen? praElces, not soxeorg2nization's knowledge base by codifying objective is to selectively address those areas t3kg they have s~dderliydisccvered which
be implemer.ted k sir, months. Rawkg
experience, insigk. or jrrdgemnt into a on t3e ma? which would achieve &e m m - wL
mum benefit for t2e organization. %is can nag&& the L~portmce of knoviiedge
form which can be reased by others.
From Exp%ieiCto Tzci6. When staff begn to take mmy f e n s , such as ixreasing 5?e or- mmagement and 'mowledge work recesses,
internalize new or shared ex@cit icnovdedge gaizstion's compe5tiverress client seAxce hey Fmd t5a: they zklready hsve some af the
m d then use it to broaden, extend, and re- levels. astoxer value, or other critical stra- fcrm&tions VJ~Eq h t e d in their- people
and orgzsLiza',ion. %ey do not see kmwladge
tegk objectives.
G%r:k their own %tit kxowledge
management as a 'sol:ltion95vL as 2. v~ayto
The red challenges in knowledge manbetter use %e eqeY'Lise witiik m d avdable
agement Gccw in the last w o patterns of First Steps iIl
to thek orgxkations* P x s e crganiz;itions
knowledge creation: going from 2cit to ex- Managing Knowledge
spz mmy areas: harice, phmaceutids,
d
Foar steps k geziizg s f ~ ~ks knowledge
plicit m d explicit to tacit. These patterns are
engkeering, av,tmotive mmrrfact~r'ag,seroften easier to recognize in everyday life, mmagement are described by 3oFan
for exampie, in parenting, in relationships. e Making knowiecge visible
vice kd;dsMes, ccnsdthg PLTS, healthme,
It Is worth reflecting. how often: does this
Guilding knowledge intensity
p ~ N sc e ~ c orga&atiions
e
w e of knowledge creation occurs in y o u e Deveioping a knowledge m k x e
Bblilding kncwledge infrascn;cO~re
organization? VJha: conditions are condax3~3g@me~k
Xiese forrr steps are o;z&nad ic Figure 3. Kf&n8~l&dge
cive LLQ encouraging such forms of mansging knowledge?
They are interdepundmk in that e~barking
Brganizations which cnderstacd-or
Bopton has developed a useful sdhx=i
cn ane without &e ot5ers w3 hinder Cle at least where :heir senior m n a g e m 3 t
@

F%GURE4
Managing Pespts as Assets

I AH employees understand short- and long-term business missions,
which axe a significant motivationalfactor in their day-to-day lives

I Non-financial measures of business performance include employee perceptions
of work conditionsl workforce diversity and other measures of human assets

1

Management considers expenditures on individual skill development
as an indispensabfe investment, not a luxury
Self-knowledge and personal growth are formally recognized as important elements
in the improvement of management skills anb the success of the organization

of employment, cr is pedqaps retiring soon.
It is no use simply doing it with the senior
aanagement tern. They will often have a
v e y idated idea of how .inre21 people are
managed But don't bother doing anything
if you z e not going to act on h e resnksno matter how pleasant or b;npieasan:t they
might be. Ie just raises expectations which,
when they are not me:? iead to greater picism and more jaded s&?.

Structure arnd
Processes iw W ace

Ck~eclcingthe extent to w3ich your organizatioc's s t ~ ~ c t xand
r e process characterissics match those of learning organizations
I Human-resource professionals play an active role in developing business
is probably easier <Ian assessing the n a m e
strategies with line managers
of people management. Figure 5 lists the
1 The organization promotes periodic off-the-job learning experiences both outside
stxctxres scd processes !??atlearning orgaand inside the organizatior.
nizations tend to have in $ace.
In 2 iarge research project we recently
Frcrr! The Learning C.rcjanizafion. T h e Eco?sm:st I~teiQmeeBIni?
completed on the role and payoff of lnves:at I S M Ccrisuiting Group, 1995.
Eents in information technobgy infrastacxrel3, we focnd that severai firms underunders+;mds-t3e inapomce of knowiedge these derrre~csan organization: e~brzces, stood and practxed the cotion of kaswlbe a becomig a Iearn- edge as a business asset. %ese tended to
management have the dlaracteristics sf %en 5ie deser it TUG
learning orgardi~tionswith we%-managed k g orgar,izatiac which "manages knrwZ- be iarge firms operating In zcltiple Iccaand often m-~k$ie count,ries and fo:
information flows. In a mzjor study of ma?- edge for busixss snccess."
a&g knowledge completed by the Emnohost senior library m d information ser- whom rapid product devdopment rs a necmist Intelligence Cnlt 2nd !BM ConsbcIthg w e staff wZ have no difficuitjr w i h this essary core coxpence.
These ftrm nnGerseood the impcrance
Grocp", a composite set of characteristics of list at a&-fronn ar', intellec5~aIperspective.
iearakg orga~izationswas developed. These Librarians and library dkec;ors can be wcn- sf C?e accessik%y m d s h x k g of business
characteristics focused on %e organkatjon's derhlgi analyticzl and en:joy Lie discussion infcrmaticn, the rap% d i s ~ e ~ z t i o cf
n
behavior in four areas: leadership, cuhre, of ideas and have warm feelings about how knowledge, C?e role of comliniaCori axd
managkg people as assess, and smctures important people are in a people-i~tensive coWlo:ation among ezployees, acd d c
and processes. The coqiete List reads i i e industry. The managerial and sapervisory siped both k1rfla3 and computer-based y s organkatiionai nirvana, acd discussion cf reality though is usually sometk:iq, quite t e m ts achieve these goas. The Sw&s-head<he last %s areas only is inckded here.
different. Bein:g a5le to prac$ce effective q:~%"Lered pharmzceu&&
Hoffnan:npeople management is quite different from LaRofIe (Rodiej ad the Tokyo-headqxxendersta,?din:g how important it is. For ex- tered mamfacQrer, Hondz, are &1s &ms
ing Peopk iaS Assets
ampIe, ask yobtrseif these questions:
vi%& rxkibited characte5stm intcgraCn:g
An essential &me in managing know!edge effectively is the understanding the e ow many of these charscte~,eaisticsare tkeir leadership c d t w human resources
importance of peopie as organizational asacmaIiy recog&able in your organiza- approach, and stnxxire w:d srmesses.
sets. W:iie this might be siightly offensive
$03 andlor 12your i i b r a F
to some, life is generally mnch better for
What parts of the bndget disappear in Piki%ppkgand A c c ~ s s ~ $ J
employees when they are seen as assets
tight tines and who gets to pacticipate K n r ~ w i c dat~ Hoffmant h a ~as items of expendimre-that goes for
in which professional development LaRoche
acadexics, librarians, derks, couriers, meopportxnities?
Rcche enbarked on implementing
clnanncs, an6 senior executives.
'filere is money actc&y spent acd knowledge macagement ractices m ezly
Figures 4 and 5 list the c&iracteristics sf
what message does this convey to staff 1993 as part sf its commitment tc exceknce
..
anc; i~ncvationin manage~enP. Roche's
learning organizations gleaned from the
in tmgh Zmes?
Economist study. h'o ?im with vhic!? E a x
From whose perspective are yo2 an- business goals were defined as the g s t step
and 5iese were to get more d ~ ~ tog mrket
s
fad&% has ail of these characteristics. How- swerkg? you are the library &rectos;
ever, the data gathered by the ",occ~dst suggest you deiegate obtaining the answers and to get them there as q&dy as possi'sle.
Unit suggests rhat the greater the number of to one of your staff-one v&o has security Before t k knowledge management prograrr:

I Training and development emphasize the responsibility of

individuals for their own
learning experiences. The company provides support for self-pared learning

LI,L~~
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tion of Me importance of human communication in managkg knowledge.
Honda has taken a two-pronged approach to increasing botll its turnover and
Investment patterns are consistent with corporate messages. If learning and
profitability:
each region has dear strategies
knowledge transfer are high on a company's strategic list, the funding reflects
within a firm-wide context, and is heading
towards self reliance in prod;xtion capabiliThe organization has a process to archive and distit learning from past experiences
ties; at the same time, Honda is improving
and distinguish what works and what does not
its already strong research and development
(RGtD) capacity and implementing lower cost
4 The company conducts events frequently to share ideas, wisdom and experience.
developmem strategies in its two najor locaBusiness information on performance, current activities and best practices
tions-Wako-shi {Tokyo)and Los Angelesis widely accessible and shared,
to enhance its competitiveness. Essential to
Honda's approach has been the development
1 fnformatian technology facilitates the rapid dissemination of knowledge and
improves communication and coilaboratiom among employees at all levels and
of multi disciplinary redesign teams and the
at locatior?s
supporting infrastructure wMch enables
those
teams to quickly capture, convey and
I Information technology systems are designed to increase the speed
share
their knowledge and development
and precision with which tasks are completes.
W O ~ Kutilizing sophisticated communications
1 The organization encourages-and work routines allow-peopk to capitalize
networks, partic:~larly between Wako-shi
on opportunities for informal learning.
a ~ Los
d Angeles.
Honda's
competes Iargely through prod1 Procedures exist to retain the business knowledge acquired by people
uct
ieadership.
"We like to challenge the
who leave the organization
spirit with originality and creativity," stated
I The company uses a variety of mechanisms to learn from external sources,
the General Manager of Honda's worldwide
industry, customers, suppliers, and competitors.
Systems Division. "We 2re putting more
emphasis on RGri) in major locations
From :Re Learnigg Organization, T h e Economist lnteiligence Unit
around the world, but with strong links for
at (BMConsulting Group, 1995:
checking and testing specification and mutual learning with our Jagan-based RGrD."
Increasingly, Honda has recognized the
begax, Rake v7as often the fastest to mar- * Knowledge links-mapping who should
share what knowledge with whom, need for greater localization, particularly in
ket, but was no: consistently so.
styling, but rr, Cle context of sharing experwthin the ccmpm.y
Roche evaluated its explicit knowledge in
key areas, particL;laQ its product develop- * "Yeilow pages"-listing people who tise and the learning in a firm committed to
globalization of its operations. Honda has
have knowledge and expertise
ment plans md. t3e implementation of those
These components made expiicit much of gone throug? several phases in its internaprocesses. The firm found that it did not always cem~micateconsistent key messages what was previously ass~med--erroneous- tional business operations and refers to its
and sometimes included contradictory, am- Iy-to be more widely known. The map cor- current directions as glocaiizahbn. This rebiguous, ant: inappropriate information. rected inaccurate information which had been fers to globd operations which are increasRoche conci~~ded
that its employees did not passed on, and identged taat knowledge, mgly self-reliant and able to source iocally
have access rc the company's knowledge such as knowledge h k s and yellow pages, or from other regions, depending 03 the
and were not adequakiy sharing knowledge which 1s often not in a form others can access most efficient and effective arrangement.
Honda's long term strategies focus on
or a vision of i~ products. As one effog to or re-use. Roche uses the groupware product,
overcome th~s,Roche's knowledge manage- Lotils Notes, as m enabler for facilitating innovation zn automobile development and
ment project team developed a corporate knowledge manzgernent practices.
production technolog~es, exploiting new
markets, exgediting global operations and
knowledge map to capture and enable access
eotnm~nicationfor stabilizing the business against currency
to the KC$,pool of k1r.ow1edge that was bur- -raging
fluctuations Honda's business maxims reied within the company. The components of Shitfiklg Expertise at Honda
flea
these strategies and the commitment to
the knowledge map included:
Hocda is a large transnational firm with
Rewritlen g~idelines-outlining key automotive design and manufacturing glocuIizution and mclude:
customer or regulator requirements
teams in multiple locations, trying to balContinuous innovation and origidity in
A qriestion tree-charting the questions ance pressures of greater localization and
creating and developing new products
Rapid creation and adaptation of prodthat cm~omerswant answered
globalization of its operationsE. Honda pro* Contents-framing how a company vides a r ~example of the Iinkages between
ucts for mjor regiond mzrkets
Expediting global operations through
shodd mswer customer questions
many business precesses and the recogni-

FIGURE 5
Structure and Process in Place
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maximizing the synergies of production
and operations in many countries
e
Continuhg focus on reducizg Lie cycle
time from R&D through production and
marketing
Staff of the highest caliber who excel in
workiing togefher
Commitneat to minimizing cost in ail
areas within the context and constrains of the above maxims
These business maxims, with their emphasis on product leadership, R W , and
cost minimization result in icformation
and technology principles which stress information consistency, accessibility, and
the irnpoPance of commmication networks. These principles include:
Information flow t h r o u g h ~ ~Honda
t
should dIow aif parts of the company to
more easiiy and quickly spot trends and
use these to Honda's advanage
0
Honda R&D sta? in different parts of
the wodd need ready access to each
other to be abie to communicate their
ideas and output to their coEeag!ws
Communicatior, systems m ~ s facilitate
t
high quality person-to-person interaction arnongst R&D staff and between
R&D, prcd;xtion, operations md marketing personnel
Co~municationsystems must support
the transfer of sophisticzted desigi
concepts, data, and documentation in a
higll quality and cost-efficient manner
This selectioc of 'rfonda's bushess, hformation and technology objectives shows the
links between the impo~tanceto Honda of
managng its knowledge base z:d the exper'Lise to speed development processes. Hon&'s infrastxcture capability includes a Fdservice commnication network ad the
management of seiected databases (sales, finance, and part ordering) on a global basis.
In each of these areas, there are considerable
synergies and the systems are required for
the effective sharing of information.
Honda's approach tc infrastmmre investments is highlighted in the efforts made
t~ establish and then upgrade Kcn&'s internationai network system (INS-111) in the
past four years. The network, now named
Pentaccord, was developed with Liree basic
functions:
e
International teIepi?one/fax commuaication between Japan and major

overseas sites using an extension
number
1r:ternational high-speed LAK-to-LAN
communication using standard internationd prokcols (TCP/!P)
international high-speed HOST-boHOST ccmunicatiocs (IBM SNA)
Further ?anctions were quickly added
driven by strategic needs for enhanced interpersocd comunications amongst R&3
staff. These included an expanded kternationd electronic ma3 facity and the commencement of multimedia cornunimtion.
The network provides the czpabbiIilgi for
state-of-the-art design and s $ k g work ta
be shared amongst major centers, particulxly Los Angeles and Wako-shi. This has
made a major difference to bo5i the speed
acd type of des@ deve2opn;ents which can
now take glace. PhotDgraphic and di@d
images can be transferred with very high
resolution. The styling chmges suggested
by say, Los Angeles R&D designers, a n
now be chedied for speciEic%tionsand feasibiligr in Wzkc-ski in a short time.
The Sys',em Division and R&B goups
are now experimentkg with further multimedia applications. "We know tha: ,';personto-person cammication and informal
communication, is critical in our business30th in the design a116 development area
and amongst senior managers, "explained
the Systems Division's .Genera! Mazager.
""Or people get to know one another quite
we2 as mary come to japan or go on exchange to Los Angeles or Belgium for training. Some forms of communimtioc need the
richness of seeing $fie person and how they
react to various suggestions. We see rndtimedia as an avenue for supportLrg high
bardwidth technic& information and hnman commnication needs in the SHt:xe."
Honda increasingly sees its approach to information and communicztiocs systems
suppofing global shared values, Batter
management smctures and the transpaency of information throughcut the company
Honda's s h z k g of expertise, rapid excharge of R&D howledge, x d technical mt?d
huma cornmications wpabzities reflects
the str:Jctr;res =d processes of a kaming orgaiiization concerned with ~ m a g i n g its
knowledge x:d expertise base for competitive
advaxtage. Tile sxcess€uI ~.xplemen~tion
of
such m approach assumes elat the finn
8

0

actively encoxages the Pee flow of releva&
irzfomztion beweec key kdividds and
goups. tiowever, this is oftm not the case
and iz Cisc~ssingk~odedgemnagemer,"La
m e a t is essentid: iinovr the infomation poiitics of ycsrr orgx~iationbefore em5zkkg
on a kmwiedge mmagexent progmi. We
traverse t;?e
i s s ~ eof Somation
politics h the ?ad pawt of %is pager.

Knowledge W8darf9, Libraries:
arad Librarians
The basis of how orgaaizatlons compete-he3 core con~etencies-increasizdy
center around managing knowledge and
knowiedge workers, Wkere an ergacization's p e r f o r ~ ~ cise hea-sily reiiant on
knowledge work then knowledge maager ~ e nist givotai. Knowledge work emphasizes Cle zse of professional hteUect in a&&
5es which use %ndividud and extern$
knowledge to produce outpats chacacterized
by:nformation contenP6.
L? a me% analysis of how 'o agpiy a prcESS view znd improvement objectives to
k~owiedgeworii, Dave~t:ort~
jarw~paa
, itild
Reas17explain C?at knowiedge work is abc'dt
5ie aquisitbi-:, creation, gacka&g or appliation or reuse of kmwiedge. S o ~ emmples
e
of each of these @es of l a d e d g e wo& ze
Acqaisi'iion: Finding existing knowiedge,
cnderstanding requirements, sezrching
among multipie sources and cocveying it in
an ap~ropriateform to a user, such as competitor icteEgence;
Creathg Reezch adivities k a p ? m c e u tip& PLm, aeatwe processes Lr adveZisizg,
witkg books or arrcles, making a moiie;
Packaging m;b'iisFigs ediiag?des@ wok;
Applgiag or uskg exkxiag knowledge
auditixg, medid diagnosis,
Reuse sf kmwkdge for ~ e w
y~rgssses:
ieveraging knowledge in prsd.;rct devdspment processes, s&ware devdogrr,ent.
Bur to what extent ds li'lraians and Lzformation specialists measure up as knoJIedge workers? Cr is inzfomatiocjust u d ?
%mwiedge work is characterized by variegr and exception rather than routine and
is performed by professional or technicai
woriiers with a high kvei cf s k i and expertise. So do ail Iihary and infomation
specialists qu&p Those who exercise
their ktliects ir, azy oof these types of activities are knowkdge workers. If your

Dawsor, amumces Information Quest - a
r~ewWeb-based information research, access
a r d retrieval service supporting simple to
sophisticated queries. This easy-tc-use toe!
delivers one-stop access to scientific, technical, nedical, and business electronic content
convenientiy at your desktop.
injormaticz Quest provides powerful, fulltext indexing and searching capabilities
through a state-of-the-art search engine.

Timely e-mail notices of article availability
based on your specific search criteria.
Automated tracking and derailed usage
reports for collection analysis. Phs, the future
abiliby for OPAC integration ant- on-line subscription ordering.
To learn how Izjormation @rest can help
you answer those difficult and tmique quesor visit our Web
Sons, call 1-8048-;SXS-3%23,
site at http://www.informationquest.corn.
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FllGURE 6
fnfersmaticbn Polldiisss and ilnfarrnaldovs Management Attrlbufes

A heavily technical approach to
information management, stressing
eategorltation and modeling of an
organization's full information assets,
with heavy reliance on emerging
technologies.

Technocratic
Utopianism

The absence of any overail information
management policy, leaving
individuals to obtain and manage their
own information.

Anarchy

The management of information by
individual business units or functions,
which define their own information
needs and report only fimited
information to the overall corporation.

Feudalism

Moderate

Moderate

An approach to information
management based on consensus and
negotiation on the organization's key
information elements and reporting
structures

Adapted

f r ~ Dave~port,
n
Eesiss,

work a c be or is totidly routinized, thea
you are an zdzinistrative worker, not a
knowledge worker. If you describe what
you hfO as organizing tilings for othes to
access, yon come close XI being an a.dministrative worker rather tilac a knowledge
worker.
Krzowledge work is inherently hard 'Lo
manage. Davenport summa~izesthe ci~allenges iin taking a process approach CLQ
knowledge ~iork:
Tiariety and xcertaicty in inputs and
outputs
Unstmctared ar,d individuaiized work
rdes and routines
Lack sf separatior, ammg process, o ~ t -
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High

Low

Moderate

Moderate

an@P u s a k . "information Politics" '$92.

pxts azd Inpnts
Lack of measnres
Wofier autonomy
a
Hig$ variabibility in perfomance across
i n d ~ v i d ~ and
d s time
6
Lack cf information technology support
These chsenges nnderky the &;iffiediq
r;ana@rg knowiedge itsdf. As work bec m e s more knov~Iedge btensive, richer
foms sf c o m ~ n i m ~ obecome
n
xore Lxportkxt, as indicated in the experiezces of
fionda mentionec e x k r . we need a krzow
more abozt L?e peopie in oar o:gmiza,tions,
;be2 expezise and the napxe of th& V J O Y ~ .
&oupwitce te&~solc@es, such as iot;~s
?&es, become critk2 t3 organizations where
s

How

Poor

The definition of information
categories and reporting structures by
the firms leaders who may or may not
share the information wiHingly after

Monarchy

Moderate

suxessfd jushess or serjce deBvery rests
on cocperation and coordination bemeen
ksowkdge w o r k s . This is particdiariy <?e
case where professiocals in teams handk
mdtipIe dients andlor are geogaphicaily
dispersed. As ic Honda, teciiizndogy can
s~pportknowie2ge work processes, 5.X it
must s ~ ~ p o ar ' ,~ a3gxent
d
ratber than repiace Ernman cs3a3oration.

HB$QFM~$~OES.
& ~ ~ % cB?ef
s
Knowledge Management
Organizations aspiring to manage i k i r
Brm's lir;,cwIedge base arzd develop the necessary infomz";ion '~ecllnologyinfrastmcmre mpabilities need t3 mderstand their

I

1 Today, it no longer travels
$

1

by no-one;

It's

...and it's
Enrrmgic OBRext W a r k ~ :
Cswfm-ming ea your Infarmatisn
mads
not the cather w q
amund!

--

You are y o ~ organ
r
zation's ~ndisputedirfor
ri%t OF rra-agement exper? Yodr informat~o~
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specific t o youc rCLsry, unlade t o your

company - r s exrenslve and stored in many
d,Ferent forms W e m o w that ,nnaglc3sbeer
leadin,g ti-e field b r amost 20 years growlpg
ada>ting

LO

v e e t yodr chaqging needs That's

up to you to

WEB PuMisfaEngwith Ns
Programming?
That's right. N o CGI orogramning. N o PERi
programming. impressed? There's

more.

DB/iext WebP~lblGheiis based on open standads, runs on hT servers, a l d woric with any
sandare H i r P server

-

making CZnext

WebPublisher a preferired choice among MIS
managers as w e l It's never been simpler t o
publish your critical inforrnat~onon the WEB.

E&

t o absorb ail of your informamon wid-

Xnmagic Help You Hamess
the Paww af Your fnfcwmatian

unprecederied s x e d and ease of use Anc

Trust the # I provider o f flexible, ready-to-

w-y we ceveioped a stace-of-tne-art system

now ln7iagic o-esenrs 3BEext WebPubl~sher

use automation soldons for spec~allibraries

a prcgrar that le's you listantly mount

and corporate inforriation testers t o help

y o x DEVTextWo-ks databases, on-line cata-

you move your corwany t o the new WEB

-

~ s mage acch~vesetc
logs resexch ~ . > o r and

environment, Let us show you how easily

oT yodr i t r a l e t o r the inte-net

DBiTextWorlc and D U e x WeSPublisher let
you harness the coliecive knowledge within
your company anc niaxiniize its power
by bringing it t o every deskop enterprisewide, o r world-wide. Visit cur website
(www.inmagc.co-n) and view live on-line
biblicgraph~cdarabzses,text and image directories, research knowledgebases and others
mounted with DB!Text WebPublkher.

800West C~mrnlngs?ark
Woburn, MA O i 8C I
(78i ) 938-4442
FAX: (73I) 938-6353
Email: saleQinm~gic.co~
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Since 1985,the BCLCTechPro service has helped h>~ndreds
of
libraries elirAnate their cataloging baclkiogs and keep pace wit11
@ngoingcatahging; giving patrons prompt access to materials.
TechPro offers:
Customized cataloging and physical
processing to match ywzs exact specificztions
Cataloging of materiais in all bibiiograplhic
formats and in many languages
Walityr cataloging at prices that can re-eduse
yocr overall cataloging costs

o
Price
Here is another option 6 0 consider. the new T ~ c ~ P FBasic
Option. This streandined cataloging service is designed for li'h-aries
thzt ~ e e help
d getting recently :;blished books, serials and ~ i d e o s
cataloged bur without coz~piexediting or having extensive locd
information added to records. IF your project is straighthward, this
sinplified approach ro contract cataloging n a y be just what ywc need
Loukisg for a partner to keep y o x cataloging up-to-date?
Contact the OCLC TecMrs service today.

current approach to information politics. . enport, Ecdes, and P r n ~ a k These
~ ~ . modeis
The politics of infomation in your organi- . outlhe different sets of circumstances and
zation (the library and information se~fice . their impact on information access, efiicienand/or its host organization) might negate - cy? and quality. f i e y are sum~afizedin
the value of attempting knowledge manage- F i g m 6. In medium and iarger organizament practices and suggest a rethinicing of 'Lions, sever21 modeis might co-exist in difthe organization's approad? to information . ferent parts of the Brm.
management as a necessary %-st step.
Tlnree of Lie models, technocratic uapiaInformation politics is a nap~ra! aspect . nism, snxchy, and feuhlism are less effecof organbxitionai Iife. 1: needs to be recog- . tive than the other two, monxchy and federnized, and, if pssibk, consciousiy and alism, in %e p~qwsek1and constmctive
constructively maaged to achieve organi- - mnagement of kfcmation and knowledge.
zationzl goals. Initiatives such as kcsvd- . It is diRcuIt to see how the characteristicsof
edge management programs and the devel- - learning organkations sit w%?, for example,
opment of supporting capabiiities usually :he mmhy mode: of information poiitics.
rest on assumptions about how peopie in With no hformation mmagemeat policy? ir.t3e c.tg2nization generate information and divi&x& see the kfcmation they possess,
fneir attifxde to sharing information. These both formzl and inf~rmal,as theirs to own
assumptions are often poozly based. h and mmage. Evea if the organizakn
maqy firms, 5?e reward systems, promotion . decreed that &formation had to be shared,
atnost certtimly be kxeqxeted as
patterns, and file behaviors modeIe0 by ex- this VJQEI~
emtives, are quite Lxonsistent vvitk Iearwhg . explicit knowledge onlyr with no conduit or
orgmiization characteristics and aspirations moCLva'Lion to sixre GI& knowledge.
tci be a "knowledge based" organiz~tion,
The nature sf internal competitiveness
A useM diag~osticfor reviewing the . and the Zevei of intern21 poiitimi fxrbrrlence
type and impact of information poiitics is $so plajjs a role inere. Some organizations
L?e five mod& typolog described by Dav- act as thongh their major competitors are

.
.

.

,

:
.

.

.

:

other parts of their own orgafizatkn rather
external Fkms or agencies. %is is often reinforced by reward systems tiaiit f o a s on
icdividual perforxaace only, despite the
bd C?at the organization mi& espouse
notions of ""epowerx.ent" and "team
based work gonps."
Orgznizations wit!! a stl-on@y feudai or
anarchist approach to Ldoma'Lm wovX
?ad it diftialt to gain vdue from kvestments in the irfrastnack~recapabilities nece s s q to suppos knowledge management.
Where the fe~da1ilode! is prevalent, just%
ation processes m d d not a c c o ~ ~ o d adete
dsions about the zeeds of&e whole orgmiza:ion, r a t k fcan that 3%its specific pats.
T k ~ sthere is an iterative factor at wot?
here: orgariiiations witii more extecsi.de infrasmctzre capabgties v~orrldbe more K y
to be moxrchist or federdist in their hformation politics. Tlqese are t5e same nodds
of information polkics which knd the=selves more readdy to the implementation of
kncnvdedge management.
An appreciat2on of tke dynmics of information politics LT your frrm cr host organizstio!: is most usehi LT p1annkg how to

achieve your goals-or in takimg a pragmatic decision that your organization just would not be able to provide an appropriate foundation and er;,virodmer?tfor the practice of knowledge management.
There ace too many potentially rewarding areas on which to expend
one's er~ergiesrather than those which are doomed to frustration. To
paraphrase a famous quote: change what you can, then accept what
you can't change, or leave the organization. Anything else is bad for
your health and well being--and for those around you.

Conduding Comments
The impetus for expressing these thoughts on knowledge mar;,agement and knowledge work came from two main sources:
Invitations to address library and information managers which
forced me s articulate the relevance and application of my current research, executive education and consulting activities to
library and hformation management
Eiscussions with and observations of librarians and information management colleagues who are struggling with the notion
of knowledge management and trying to link it to what the==
thought t13.q hiid been doing all these years.
These ex?enences reminded me of intense discussions with several MBA students with backgrounds as industrial engineers or
systems andysts. Both groups thought they had been doing Business Process Redesign (or Design) for years. They had been tackling business processes, but from one perspective only. Similarly, librarians 5ave exccIIent skills in organizing and codifymg information sowces aqd making these accessible to others. This represents
the top layer of the knowledge map (information) rather than lacit
and explicit knowiedge.
Librarians are genera@ driven by a desire to provide access to
icformacion sonrces and match this desire with values that assume
information shring is a good thing. In a recent wide-ranging and
stimulating address, Warren Hortonl" Director-General of the Wational Library of Australia, and IFLA executive ember, drew attention to these DNO facts about the library profession. Librarians
are involved in a continuing search for excellence in organizing and
codifying information sources. This is embodied in efforts to ~ a k e
access to electronic publications "intelli@de and accessible. The
second fact is that tile library and information profession rests on
"a bedrock of yep solid and long term values, Both of these at.tributes are i m p o m t for the practice of knowledge management.
E%dttP.ey are not suffidient. They need to be harnessed in two directions: towards specific organizational objectives that provide greater value to customers and clients; and, second, in the way in which
-.
library a.nd ir,formation services are themselves managed.
Kgowledge management is not owned by any one group in an
organization, nor by any one profession or industry. But if librarians and information specialists want to be key players in the
emerging k~owkdgemaxgement phenomenon, they need to understand the multiple perspectives of the other players. Some of the
journal articles referenced at the end of this paper are useful starting points in coining to grips with the language and concepts behind knowledge management.
Knowledge management requires a holistic and multidiscip1i'nary approach to management processes and an understanding
"

."
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of the dimensions of knowledge work. Knowledge management
should be the evolution of good management practices sensibly and
purposively applied.
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Cver the last year, the nations of the world
have been deba&g tile matter of copyright in
the digital environment.
European Union
(FJ)and the United States have beer: aggressively working to resolve the matter.
Throughout the process of negotiations and
development of legislation, 'ribrarkm have
been in the menviable pcsition of defending
the existkg s&te of copyright and how it
should fit iq with the digital age. As copyright
owners zound clhe globe seek greater assurances that their works are not easily copied,
librarians face an uphill battle to protect the
limitations and exceptions that have become
a part of the copfight doctrine.
the debate has been seemingly
less coritentious in Europe, the legislative
process in the United States has developed
into an all-out war over the nature and
scope of ow2er and user righ's. just as it
occurred in ?975 wher: the U.S. Copyright
Act was last amended, battle lines are being
d r a m over what can or should be allowed
in 'Li?ea w e s t medium for reading, viewing,
o: listening tc protected works. Copyright
owners public@ want guarantees against
piracy, since digid copies cannot be distinguished from originals. Additionally, owners want to be able tc charge users on a
"pay-per-view'' basis, which flies in the
face of longstanding practices in a library
setting. L'sers want the zb,bilityto access digitd works just as they do with printed and
anaiog works today. Unfortmately, this debate 4s pickly mrning into an "irresistible
force meets irmovzb're object" scenario.
Tile real question is this: How "immovable"
can the library community and information
users be? Given that Coagress is more apt
to give fa to "irresistible forces," this matter
could end up in court, once the legislative
debate is completed.

The dynamics of the debate have mirrored the styles of public policy development in Europe and the United States. EU
policymaking focuses on generating consensus among the leaders of the member
nations, with input from alI interested part~es.Because true gassraots activity has
yet to take hold of the process, the European Parliament is less affected by it. Converseiy, in the UniteC States, grassroots advocacy has generated support and altered
the opinions of legislators. and will continue do so. Many legislators, however, are
predisposed LO sbpport the interests of
movie studios, recoraing artists, publishers,
and other copyright owners. However, the
ultimate and determining factor may very
well be the level of constituent contact that
reaches legislators on the matter.
In Canada, the prover~ial ball is just
starting to roll. Folks in Ottawa are developing white papers on the various issues at
hand. Once ccmpleted, the reports will be
distributed for comment by interested parties. This will probably lead to some form of
legislative action on digit& copyright, possibly by the end of 1998.
So what's a Canadian librarian to do,
with the international trend moving toward
more restrictive ccptyright policies? There
are lessons to be learned from the experiences of their 31et:hren in the U.S. and Europe. The most important piece of advice:
TAKE ACTION NOW! Let your legislators
know what you think about copyright and
how :t should be managed in the digital
world. Here are some other strategies:
Do Unto Others Before They Have a
Chance To Do Unto You. The U.S. and European debates on digital copyright were
framed mostly by the publishers, movie studios, and recording artists. R e y cried for help

by John Croshy, directo; Government Relations. For more infamation on "Government
PiciatLms Outlook, " or to contnBute to the column, please contact Crosby at: 1-202-2344700, e;:t 629,;Sax: 1-202-265-9315 e-mail:john-c@sla.org.

'

over piracy of digital works, and Congress
and the European Parliament were only too
willing to assist. After all, copyrighted works
are a major source of revenue for these nations. Libraries have been left to justify what
is currently m their respective nations' laws,
which, in the eyes of the opposition, is akin
to convincing someone that we all have the
right to steal. So, in order to shake this image, we must immediately begin the process
of making Glis issue a consumer-oriented,
good-for-the-pubhc, freedom-and-liberty type
of debate. It :s truly the only way to guarantee success without negotiating for a particular limitation or exception tc be saved.
Go Public! Once you have framed the issue, you need to take your message to anyone who will listen: newspaper, television
and radio re?orters, trade press, association
meetings, civic groups, e;c. You never know
who will be viilling to j o the
~ figkt.
Get By With A Little Help From Your
Friends. Canadian librarizns need to find
allies in the right places. In the U.S., libraries and educational institutions joined forces with the xanufacturers of computer and
home recordmg products, who would be severely affected by pending legislation. Consumer and computer users groups also
joined the fight. So take time to form a coalition of diverse interests to show that libraries are not alone.
Find Champions in Parliament. Legislators who are sympathetic to the cause
need to be convinced to represent user interests, most preferably tnrough introduction of proactive legislation. Even if they
cannot do that, members of Parliament who
support your interests will be there to help
out alongthe way.
Don't Give Up. If the opposition appears to have momentum, it may be the
perfect time to strike at their arguments.
Start working on rebuttals to their position
now. Rest assured, you will use them at
some point i~ the debate.
%I
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Southern Indiana: Raiiirrg
HIIIs, Academics, MUSIC,
and Arehiteetiire
After driving 220 mnes south of Indianapolis on State Read 37 to Eioomingon,
you wilI sZrt to notice how the scenery
gradually char:ges. Instead of the flat lands
usuaEy associated wit3 Cle Midwest, beautiFd rolling h a s take over with a wriety of
trees <a!t can rival the best of a New England fa3 foliage season, This surprising
fact is not the only thing s visitor to Southem Indiana &ght experience and enjoy, as
there is quite a aea& of mlh;re, sophistication, and places of interestin Cis region-ail us'C!in an hour of Indianapolis.
Sioomingto:; and !n@io,vogfiii/ers(ty
Bloomingon is considered by some to
be an aberration for the state of Indiana
based on its reputation for progressive
ways. The focal point of Eioomingtor: is
Indiana University (IU), one of the Big Ten
universities, noted for its many exceilent
academic programs including Masic, Fine
Arts, Library 6r Informatior, Science, and
Business. The neiversity is also kcown to
have one of tP:e best caxpus computer facilities in the country and was voted in
1997 as one cf the Top 10 Wired CoIIeges
by Yahoo.
The bucolic m p s has a majority of
brdchgs bu2t &om hestone taken fron?,the
nearby quarries, givkg new and old b d d hgs a c e F t symmetry. A noteworthy building is the Studelst Union, the largest k the
world, which resembles a c Engiish castle.
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compzabie to E:xopem opera heuses; a d Assembly Hd,home to coach Bobby K3igllt
a ~ tke
d Hoosiers basketball tam. 3 e cam
pus and
wee also ~ s e dfor the fllmizg
of tke movie Breaking A w q which sapPsed
Cle "Wm m d g o w " relationship of BIoomkg'm md Fd very v7ed. For more kfoma'Lion on It;,check o?;Liits Web site at: http://
m.i~diat~a.ed~iub.
Indiana University also hosts one of the
largest l i b r ~ ycoiilections in the United
States that includes the Lilly Library. the
rare bcoks and manuscripts repository. %is .
coilection represents the combined resources of the University ii'kay's Department of
Speciai ColIecticns and the private Iibrary of
J.K. Lay, p., given to the Uciversity in 1956
and 1957. Soxe of the materids ic this collection indude major rare books such as C!e
Xew Testaxent of the Gztenberg Bible and
the four Shakespeare folios.
B i c o ~ ~ g t ohas
n one of the best ml~sic
scenes i~ the Midwest, an outgrowt;'~of the
School of Music at !nr,diana Unimsity~The
xost h ~ o u smusician is Jobrt M e i e c c m ~
who conthues t
s reside in the m a . %rougholrt Cqe year glen z e many recitals a d coc- .
ceFs for a ~ xmic
y
taste, on artd ~ f fpus.
For more on music happenirtgs and otller
events in Bioorkgbn: check out the Bloom@ton Voice at: h~://ui~i,m.bvoice.com.For
'

addi~or?alcity irfo:;cicn, nRr tc: i?q://
~~.geoc3es,m~~e&Ia'1d/PI~11:.~/9423/.
)C&um:r?iis:
f!ty c.K~onfempsm~*~:iPrchitztf~~ii~
Lesvhg Bloolring'.on via State Road 46,
you pass tkzongh Brown Cour,ty, one of the
most beautiful par@of the st& scd even23&y you vnil arive iz CI~city of Csiumbus:
Indiana, keadqnxters to Cum~dnsEngine
and one of 5ie most diverse assexl~iagesof
ccntenpouary iirdzitectme in a concentrated
area. it s m e d ir, the exiy 40's when Siiel
Saartzen designed a new bzli':ding for 'Lile
First Christian Chwch. Sh3rtiy thereage~~
other proxinent xchitects were attracted to
the c o ~ m n i t yproject idea of paying z c Z teci fees for new (or ic some ksznces, renovated) civic bu2dn.g~.Other architects who
have desiged buildings in Cokm5us indude Cesar P&i, I.M. Pei, m d others. In
1994, architects Cqe world over came to Cclumbus when the city hosted Lie Pritzker
Prize ceremonies, (I%& PritzLr is the
world's most prestigiczs zchitectme
~ ~ ~ 3 rYou
d . can
) obtain more informtion on
visiting lizese buildings by g c i g to the Wsitsr Center to arrange for a p i c & tmr or get
a map f x a sdf-paced tour. For more information on CoPm5us, see the city VJeb site
22 &~p:i/coIunbus.in.us/.A4er ~&iting0? ~ K ~ xyou
s , can mzke a qaick m d easy re-

in basically four forms: numbers, words,
sounds, anc. images. In the last four deDr. Stadey Davis-aufnor? consultant,
cades, however, the major applications have
public speaker,
e&dcator--will be the
been spreadsheets and word processing.
keynote speaker at SLA's 89th Annual ConWith increased bandwidth, the focus has
ference, "Leadership, Performance, Excelturned to sound and. image. Companies will
lence: Information Professionals in the Drivutilize computerized sound and image as
er's Sez:,"' in Indianapolis, IN, on June 8,
often as numbers and words. Because of
1998.The focus of his speech, "Driving profit
Moore's Law (microprocessing power doufrom Knowledge," will explore ways infonnables every 18 months and the cost is cut in
tion professionals car, increase their business'
half), the price of computing power is
value by makiig it knowiedge based. Davis is
cheap," he says. "You wiiI have an abunthe a d o r cf several award-winning books
dance of computing power at low cost. Metir,cudig 2020 Vision, Fume PMect, and
calfs Law says that network power increasfie Xonste~Under the Bed. His newest book,
es with the square of the number of .
people
just released, is titled BILK
0" the network. and there wJl also be vir;. L
,
,
,
.
.r ,
ro
, a +;,.%;
,-, r,
a5
tu
In a recent interview? Davis shared his
tually infinite bandwidth at nominal or no
On
being
dOfii 33d Lt
;t in to
cost." These will bring the information
"
knowledge based. "It smted because we
economy into the mature part of its life cyhad two decades which focused solely on
cle, Davis feels, and spur the focus on
m e a g ' n g f ~ iei;tle,rn.
data processirig, followed by two decades
knowledge-i.e., on using information.
. .
..
: Today, there is an abundance of new
focusing on in,fQmatim technology, and
K'; o i ~ ~ /P~ d i hg ? ah: i j t y t g terms and metaphors about knowledge.
now h a t has Shift& to knowIe@. Therefs
a clear difference between data, informaOne such term, "intezectdal capital," has
bse t,har :I.;.f~'c7.!<?~t'o,~.
"
tion, and kno~vj.edge.Information is about ;
become very popular in the information intaking data and putting it into a meaningdilstry and Davis believes thatintellectual
f ~pattera.
l
Knowledge is the ability to use
capital will be an asset in today's business
that information. "
Davis believes businesses will generally environment. "Capital is constant and it
He believes information professionals shift toward more knowledge based opera- - represents a productive surplus in economic
will play im expanded role in increasing the tions, but the blather about the concept ex- value. The form it takes varies from one
value of a knrdedged based business. "Li- - ceeds the reality. He has worked closely historical period to the next. The earliest
brarians are essential players, skilled profes- with many giaqt corporations and believes form was physical capital and the next was
sionals collecting, analyzhg, and dissemi- that Fortune 500 companies are capable of financial capital. The monetary period went
nating timely ard accurate -hformation. Be- shifting phidosophies in terms of knowledge through chainges from beads to feathers,
cause of ejectronic delivery, the librarian's management. He also says companies of all I gold, paper, and eventually pure informarole in storkg iinformation wiE shrink, but sizes will utilize the information profession tion in the f o m cf electronic bits. There are
their rde in ~rccessingit will grow."
in new and innovative ways. "Data comes . basic elements required of a business to
capitalize or, intellectual capital," says
Davis. "The question you have to ask is:
Anthony Blue B put;licahons assistant, Special Libraries Associahon. He r n q be reached 'How can you minimize ali of tne physical
via e- mail ak anthony@skorg.
assets and maximize the intellectual?"'
by Anlheny Blue
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Tine Dia!og Carporatlor: - Strategy and Pians fcr the New Ccmpany:
A Specizi Pieser;:ction by Don Vhgner, .ZG,MAID PLC

Purrgram Additions

Diaiog has been imponant zo the careers o f macy specia! iibrarkss over the
20 years. In his nresercatior;, Dan iNagner. CEO o f MAlD ?LC5 tbe psuchaser
of Xcight Ridder loformation (Dialog and Data Star) will teii us his plans k r the
direction o f the compacy. Wagner wii! be available for questior,~fror?? tne
audience.

Repcrr on the Project: Studyincj the Vaitie of i~formationS e n k e s in
Special iibra:ies and Infcmation Centers
At this sessior;, we will prcvide an interpretation o f this project for the fieid
and practitioners. This project foeuse.; cc how t o better ccmmunicate value t c
administrators and researchers in the ccrpo~ateset1i.g. The project has analyzed
several hcndred interviews with Lisers in the corpo:ate setting: t o extract the
values that they identify and the iaquage they ilse in identifying those values.
We wili discuss hew a beite: knowledge of these f a c n can improve corrmucication and J~lstifcationfor libra:ies and infcrmation centers.
Speakers: P a d 8. ;(cntor and Tefko Saracwic, Rutgers Cln;versi!-y

Monday, Jbine 8 3:QO p.m.
F:-~,-;, h i nEt~ C A R ~ E SCHAP:
E . ~ ER
@

Moderotor: Mcr jorie

Ir/i i(. ~IQYG,
C.h~jr,Iechnieai St~nd0rs"sCcmmittee

Speaker: Dan Wagner, I@& ?LC

The divisicr: is pieased 3 anpounce a .Wednesday morning hosted hreakfsst
b-ffet. Open t o a!: merbers o f the IEY divisis~.
Sponsored by iEXiS-%EX5

- 415 p m
Flease takespeciai no7ice:Toe kislnessand Fina~ceDivision program "Library
Ebucatio:: for Cha~gingTimes" as iisted fcc Tuesday, :me 9 at 1 :33 p.m. t o 2:45
3.z. [see page 45 c f the Preliminary Conference Program] should have been
scheo~iedfor Monday. J ~ n eeth from ::30 p.m. t o 2:45 p.x.
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Special Notice

S o u t h Atiantic Regional Conference

P!anning Upda~e
3articipating chapter mmceus will gather :o discuss piafis forthe firs:; South
Atlantic Regional Ccnference for SLA.

Vonday, June 8 a 4:QO p.m, - 6:QQp
C E N T R AS~H ~~CC A P I E ' :
C i i CHAPTER
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Cis\;.ixsn-ri C ~ + ~ P ~ E R
i;<zia&A C ~ ~ A P T E : ~
#Eh
, ,.-:<.q .v~C, ~ ~ A P T E R
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8 rcketed Event $32 0

+ - ,

The Science-Technclegy Division Is very pieased t o Enncunce :;bat Ticketed
?5:30
Event #31O,Ti?e S-TNewcomers'Brunci,~ched;i!edforSb?day,Juneithat
a.m. Is now a complimer:aty event for a:: 5-T %ewcome:s. iodlvidbals who have
signed up to a t ~ e n d:Ks event and have paid their $lC.CO ticXet charge wili
receive a r e f d n ~ .

Program Ursit Sponsacsrship Additions
Tire i:??crmaticn Fviurisg Caucus is very pieased t o an:o';rce
that the
inie&edayy, June 40:h prograrr: titled: ?uWe Focus: Emerging issues cF
Change schedcied for 1 :00 p.?. ~iv:il2:15 p.m. is beiog co-spoi?sa:ed by :be
i Library Managerneni- Divisicn.Tk
Information Technclccy Division a ~ c:he
caucus is piease.! and excited t o join wjth ITE Division znd the LM2 Divisio::
in bringing Wendy Schbitz, a deep %!tu?ist, t o indyfora workshcp which wiii
being us ro the rweo?y-first centiiry!
On Wednesday,;une 'Ctb ay 7 3 2 . r . - S:45 an,: the Southwesr Regions!
Conference Fianning Comzitree IN!!!
hoi6 a cqeeticg. Toe chapxrs parlicipativg in ~ h l even;
s
ace: Arizona Chapter, Oklahoma Chapter, Rio G r a ~ d e
Chap~er,Rocky Mcuntain Chapte:, Southern Caiifonia Chapter a d the
Texas Chapter. ?!ease no;e the abditim ofti?eArizcnz and Rocky Mountain
Chapterst3 the infcrmation printed in the Preilmir;~ryConf~ren~~?rorsgiam.

e

Jcint Chapter 3eceptio~
Locatiot?: Indianapoiis Zoo, Doiphin Gaiiery
A j o i x recep~ionfor the indiana, Kentucky, Cincinnati, Centrai Obio, and
Cleveland Chapiers will 5e held or? Monday, J w e 8th from 4:CC p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
at the DclphinGallery o i t h e IpdianapolisZoo. Membersof tne Indiana, Kenrucky,
C
L~ncir.nati,
'
Centcal Ohio, and Cieveiand CP,apcers need t o slop by the ccnference

-

*

hospitaiity/information booth ro pick dp t:?eir reception/zoc tickets. No transpcrtatior? will be provided for this event. The izdianapoik Zoo is lccated a5o';t
cne mile ( i 5 minute or iess walk or inexpemive taxi cab ride) from the
indianapolis Convev~iccCerxer.

:ne chapters are pieased t c announce tihat information Access wiii ccsponscr the evening reception aiong with Gale Researco and 3ov$eCc~
-T
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Tuesday, June 9

6

- 8:45

754) a.m.

a.m.

The divisio? is pieased to amounce that the breakfast wili be sponscred in
part by EBSCO fnformztlon Services.

Tuesday, June 9 8 9:00 a.m.

- 10:15 a.m.

'heAMs'yw.ams.orglmathscinet

hibit at the

Dori; K e a r ~ sGoodwin Presentatior!
EXIS-NEXIS is pieased to be a sponsor o f this event.

Thursday, June 11

@

9:00 a.m.

- 4:00

p.m.

NEWS D I V : S I ~
The Indianapolis Museum of Art
The di,visicn is pleased t o announce that LEXS-NEXlS wili be jponsorlng the
News Division tour o f the Indiznapolis Museum o f Art.

Program Correction

i for instrtutiOnsly j

Consortia pricing available'c
MathSciNet-availabie by subscription or; the We&
provides searchable data of over 55 years o f Mothemoticol
Reviews and Current Mcthe.maticai?ubkcrt!ons. N e w features
include:
+ Expanded access t o online articles
+ The first of pre-1980 reviews added
+ Marking records for display or download
+ Combining Author ldentifrcation results
with other search criteria
+ Searching 5-year date ranges
+ More MathSciNet mirror sites
+ Enhancements t o journal Identification option
o ISSN and CODEN sewch oprions
now available
o journal URLs with live links
t o availableWeb sites

On Wedxsday. iune !Oth at 7 1:30 a.m., the Museums, Arts H Humanities
Division wiii hcid :si 1998-99 h a r d meeting. Pease note the correct name o f
h A n 5. Segai's affiliation should read Vintage Ventures. We apologize to JoAn
and her clients for :he surprise name change.

P r ~ g r a mChausgeINew Description
Tuesday, June 9

8

4:30 p.m.

- 6:00 p.m.

Thestandardsaffecting the livesof SLAersaremany.Tnissession will updare you
ontheDO1-i)igitai Cbjedldent~fierandsomeisuessurroilnding%,suchasmetadata,
thestanda?dsprocess,the futureof pubiishing aswe know i t Thesewiii be tied in with
?he discussions o f syntax and its impact on this standard in progress. Some DOi
questions are: Should DO1 be used for ordering or tracking or searching or...? Will Big
Brother know rr:y research if I have a DO1 or some other watermark attached?
Albert Simmonds o f R.R.Bowker and l-ieien A?kins o f Information Science
Institute will address DOL issues as they pertain to their professionaf and
individua! pejntsof view: Mr. Simmonds as a Primary Publisher and Ms.Atkins as
a Secondary Pubiisher. Maljorie M.K.Hlavs will adopt the roie o f the User:'
Librarian Researcher.
Modemtor: Pdurjorie M. K. t i h a , chair, Technical Standards Committee
Speakers: Alberr Simmonds, R.R. Bo.~/ker;Heleri Atkins, Institlife for Scientifk
Informction

Monday, June 8 6 -3:00 p.m.

-4

1 5 p.m.

SLA ? ~ c ~ ~ s sD;,VELO?MEGT
:on~~

Searchable
Electronic
Journals
www.arns.orrrliournais

1

With AMS electronic journals you have ...
+ site-wide access; un!lmited concurren: dsers
+ fdl-text searchmg-free t o cii dsers
+ searchable abstracts-free t o al! users
+ cross-journal searching
+ links t o b1bi1ograph.cew-~es,Rguresand cables
+ on-screen mathematical syvbcls
4 h i t s from references t o ?-?athScdVetrev:ews for
MatnSc~Netsubscr:bers
+ early avarlability
+ access to back Issues
+ PDF, PostScript a ~ DVi
d formats

Career Workshop: "Resrlrn6; That Get Noticed"
SL4 regrets thar the wor6hop has been canceied.

Library SchosI Alumni Reunion
SLA is pleased r c announce the following additions to the library School
Alumni Reunion. ?:ease add them l o your listing found on page 40 of the
.Freiimi.nar{ Co~ferenceProgram,
Drexel University
Ernpork State ilniversity
N o r t h Cardinn Central ljniversity
University a t A!bany
Universiry of indiana
Universiry of U i c h i g a n
U n i v e r s i q of b r t h Carolina, Chapei Hill
8

t*For more information, contact the Americzn Mather?aticai Soc;ety, flembership and
:: 1-800-32iL267 or 1-401-455-4030, wcriawide;
Customer Servkez Cepartmem a

disseminating kformation. The Pmerous
sigr;,ificant roks today's infor~ationprofession& plays, includ.ing Giat of @aim, coctent expert, and resource manage, ape &so
outiL~ed.5xbject-specific bibliographies for
funher reading are incorporated througho'~:
the bosk.
Porter, Cathy R Special Libraries:A Guide for
Most iqortantly, Special Eib~aries:A
Management, Fourth edition, Washington, Guide for Barmqeme~tco~vincingly deDC: Special Libraries Association, 1497, 152 scribes the parsmomit impoF&ece of coopp, 1SBN: 0-87111-466-6
eration between the Iibrarian and upper
What does a special librarian do? 'gnat manzgement as esse2tid to achievkg the
ski& does a speciid tiibrariar, have? HCW orgachtion's goals.
does a specid library add value to a busicess environmen~?These are he questions by
Lemk. Lgm
is; w~~~~~~
$bZISineSS
answered by S p e d Libra~es:A Guidefor i@onna&bn ser&s, at
Anderson
Hff~age~loey1t.
LEp in N , yo&. She m g bbe reached mb eThe Gui& is an e x d e n t resource for a ~ y ma$ at: iu~.~&'s@artim~~andersdn.5m.
bushess adrjnistrator who, with I i ~ kor r,ci
previous knowledge of Ebrzrimship or information services deliver, is tasked with esab- The Refenwce
lisqhkg, s h f g , or overseefig a corporate ii- Gebhard, Patrick. The Reference Realist in
bray or irlformation center. There are, for ex- Library Academia, Jefferson, NC: Mcht%and
ample, practical tips for recruitkg
hiring & Co., 1997. 592 p. ISBN: 0.78645237-7.
a libraria~.The book Ass provides exceIIent
Patlicia GeKnzard's Tk P\'g&erce Reahkt
benchmark infomtion for evaluating
in Libray Academia is a,a excellent, clear,
and easy-to-read book about what it m a n s
mation services airea~y51operatior,.
i enjoyed readkg this book as a remhder to be a reference K~rarhzin azz academic liof the rmy core principles znd s@s I I o ~ g bray. An experiexed reference Iibrarian
ago iearned m d put to ase early ir,x y career. herself, GebhzarA intends ker book for the liS,~rnkILibrmLMes:
A Guiefor Nanqemmt bray school sc~dent,L Q ~neophyte librarishodd, h my view, be requked ra&g for an, and "soxeone conter:piathg becoraing
aspiri~gspecial iibrariam k alI gradmte 2- a Iibrarian."
bray and irSormation science program.
PaK I is aboxt what reference Etirariarrs
The book is refreshingljj free of jargon. do and how t h y help their irsers obwin t3e
It concisely and effectively presents key is- information they need. Gebharard covers tbe
sues ic a way tirat v l l enable upper ma?- various s';;ges of the reference gansaction:
agement to understand and communicate me i n t e n k ~ designing
;
the search stratewith an information professional. Of park- gy,and identifying reievmt ssmces. IGular value, from the library's perspective, is strudion eicier at the desk or by a "roving
the book's emphasis on agropriate funding librarian" is an integral p& of the reference
and stafhg. A Iibrarian who is having transaction. kqtimaately, the goal is tc entrouble convincing m a g e m e n t to approve power users to become more sel"sufEciect.
budget or sfQfhg proposals might be able
The second part cavers alternative ways
to adopt the cogent, reasocabIe, language to provide service such as info d e s b and
from tbis book as ammrmition.
"simuiated reference encounters" on mmThere are handy checkiists of library ser- puters. Included as weIi is a usefkl disc~svices-basic, i~termedizte,and "'maxi~~rn"sion of standards for pzbiic service.
service levels for ac@rkg9 organizing, and
Gebhard sackies or":entation, pirbIimtion,

(reference) collection, hs&ctior,, m d s o m
off-the-desk activities ir? PLT ilt. She concenBates on %owtc tach stbidem 6s %d ir2ornatioc effectivdy k a g o i setting rather
thZ kdivid~ally.In either case. E h d i~ rernarkabIe how f m i e 6 m d recepive s a d e m
x e when face6 witk ar;,a.ssigment requkr,g
them ti? me the Iibrary. %e book covers Lie
nmv "levei" sf bibdographic irlsmction xLd
kfomation litecaq~i~ the %chr,olo@czCenvironment-students (md 3branizr.s) see2 to
know &oat CD-ROMs, o r h e mtdog~es,
and databases. Gebhard mgests m hsmction $m that corrid provide k-6ass presentatims, Ldom:al m r s a9d workshops, and
px~blications,as w& as effective a o r d h a b
wit2 f a d t y in C?e fa%: of es25liskhg credit
courses or kdivid-m~&1asses,
Pa IV presents an ovenriew of the professiond responsibilities of &e reference Ebrarim and focuses on Lie Iii3rzqan7squa%cations, education, orkntation, and traL?agGebhard underiirxs t k zeed for ongoing professior:al development, keepkLg E~-%-&&
with change $mpcove~ects,$aovation) by
r e a h g . k-Fmse Z&hg, a d atkndhg
m~ferences and 'vvorWnops, Aqd on &at
is EG con&eote, Cie book en&-Liere
sion-yerhaps became referexe Ebrar%ms
must contivue to L e p v:ip with 3 rapidlyckmgkg ~C:?.no1ogideViTBcneK
Too bad. thzt most of the examples In the
430% are from K?e social sciences with few
comhg frorr;, science ar,d technsiogy. As
weli, t5e World IEde Web (a de~ocratizing
tool) acd its reievance as an information
s c u m LG the amhfen?;ic iibray is not
touched zpoc.
fie Rg$e~ence Realkt is a weE-researched book with extensive endnotes and
an index, and 2 is Lzbned 3y the work experience of the iatrthor. HigMy recornended for
reference li5rzians m d libray
g
sdministrators.
~ /fi*makgpxlos
~
is reJerence @rmkn at the Science and ~ n gkcenhg Libray at #cGiII U%+?ers@c
MoaaeaI. QB, Canada.

hy ~~2~ A

ite. The citator as accurate as

i

ntury of case law analysis it hds together.
.kccuracy is critical when

****

Depth of Ireztnent s t m tell ycu
how nn?uchoher cases discuss your case.
%ere's a lot riding on it.
Integrzted Key N n m h a& W t e x t
Wu cap tmst %e accuracy headnotes heip p u find xiatxi cases quiciiiy
dlVest Gccp's new 1<eyCitem Plus, aEy socrce discussing your case-from

grXi &tails on the new
hoie in citaticn research;
the iIIust~atedReyCite gicie.

.

Bancro'iLVn~-e~ Clam 3oard-m- Collaghon
Lawyers Ccopemtive Pub1 STM
WESTLAW"-'iVei. Pubhh ng

O i99a West G-oup

99632-4/2-98

1-568-241-8

Tne trodemar;;~ shown within are used "rider license.

Reprints and Permissions
Newspapers around the world x e deluged by requess for reprints or permission "Lo reprint photographs m d articles. It's ns
wonder when one considers the Izrge market penetration of newspapers and their mique iocai coverage.
About 60 percent of adults in the United Slates read the dafiy
paper, L o d businesses and f m W depend on it for basic information about their commzrcities. A iarge percentage of the stories
and photographs in these papers do !ost appear anywhere dse,
A request for a photograph migM be for a high school f3otbal;i
star who made a winning touchdcwn or a picure of the President
making a goodwill visit. A desired article night be a large spread
on a timeIy issue, or merely a recipe in tke food sectioc.
Use of a story reprint or $~otogrr:.ph may be for an expensive
advertising campaign or may be for a national news magazine, wit5
cirmlation in the many thousands. On the other hand, the photo or
article might merely be framed to hang ir;, a reader's home.
Obvionsly, Ctixe rights and permission needs in 5kse cases a x
p i t e differmt.
A single copy of a story may be ob%ained for free from a

O 1937 V ISBN 0-87: 11-466-6 V
$42.00 V SEA members $36.00 V

newspaper Wet; site 31. copied from the newspaper at the local Iibrary. A single photograph for personal use can 5e ordered from
the newspager quite InexpensiveIy, usaally for under $30.
As the requests get more compiicated, t5e newspaper's '"permissions ediEor" fakes over.
Fees for reprint permisskxs rmge &om $20. SLOG,$LOCO and rrp.
?Ire ckwIation of &e publication or the book nxn us&y Sects the
fee. B e &$-end fees are Ievied on publicatio% wih the zost cspies.
On tF:e other harid, the pub~6ati33is non-profitil, or has s r d circalation, a newspaper may give a discounted :&. The price for Nm~swe&.&magahe v~oGdbe ~ m c izi@~er
h
than fsr?say?Bey A.VQ _Ouifl.
Lse of news stories and photographs for business or advertising
pzrpcses a n be diffic~ukto negotiax Some papers w i not alIow
the newspaper logo to be used; some insist oa approva! rights of
the Iayout; some do not ailow axy editkg of the piece; and soze
wiil not grant perrdssion at ali for CZs purpose.
A n u ~ b e of
r newqapers have contracted witi4 the Copynight Clearance Center (CCC) to represent their ;~terestsk academic pilotocopy~ g internaeionai copying, ktternd co?gorat.e ase, m d in ~ Z e c fmm
rigkt orgw~ations.%is provides some revenue for tl?e !o&iNSpZ:p&r
t
%e K C sewice
y~blisher;bar would be diffiwk to c o f i ~othewis.
does not indude repfintkrg for "outside use" and %dM&zP rrse.
A publication $32 has the cMce of csntracting out the wkok
process. There are ampaqies tkat wili deal with tke individual and
corporate requests, and may even provide special presentation copies of <!& phozogaphs and articles,
Libra~imsand hfonna$cn professionzls i? many news operations often play an importaqt p& in this senice. Some seve ;as "permissions editors" or scperdse the h-house or contracted servkes. it
cac be a good fit for iibrarkn aplvr':o &e;idy might deal with text and
phota daabzse mxiietir;,g, ts, also 2ke on reprim and permissions.
%e royalties cjamered may be a welcome editkn tc~the libmy budget. X m j newspaper librarians irave gzthered z. myrisd of moneyx & i i adties ~ L Ca Iampmy "Ixformation Store." Custsm research
senkes for Cle pubk are o2en pas of :his mix.
Newspaper newsrooms, or "edidirorial departmeats." doi-:':
make mmey directly-Lie zoney s made in the cirmia~ionasd
advertising departments. The only credits listed in iL~eeditorial
budget couid be in the library. As an executive editor once said,
half in jest, "The !Ybrary is only department a r c u ~ d>ere rhat
g
makes aay money!"

rheret
NO letter Place o
l start
jmbi* J the ladder of
* Career Counseling
* Free workshops on resume
writing, interviewing,
networking, and negotiating

nd each other. Over

For more information concerning these se
Department at 1/202/234-4780, ext. 649

Professionat Development
fdev@sia.org.

TWiQE H D V A I T A b E OF THE H A N Y COHTINUING EDUCATION COURSES OFFERED
~u~lw
SLA'r
s knurl Cowirantr, l u ~ 6.1
r 1, 1998 IN l ~ ~ i r ~ r ~ o t i s
Courses include:

Building the Corporate lntranet Knowledge Center
Coaches Corner: Leadership Skills and Techniques
Serving Your Web Visitors [and yourself) More Effectively:
A Short Course in Web Demographics Measurement Techniques
Analyzing Costs for Effective Decision-Making
Benchmarking for Strategic Performance Improvement

call the Professional Development Department
648, or by eniaif at profdev@sla.org.

i

.-

June

Lezrned kformation

htp:li ~ ~ ~ amhiis
. c i aczi'c3nf htn

May 12-14, 1998

CLA

iondoc, Enghnd

pne 18-21. 1998
V~ctora.BC, Carada

M L
i ~ i 1yI-16,1998
Axhe% CA

M e w Less is More
by Lucy Lettis
If modern thought is right, we may find
it weU (if not better) to keep planning to a
sensible minim~m,to be ready always to
discard the schedule, or alter the outline as
shifting reality shows us (if we are not too
committed to the idea of inevitable order to
look) that the task will not always bend itself to our wi-that what we planned for
yesterday does not come close to meeting
the needs 3f now. Lettis explains why we
need to work al warp speed, adapt to the
changes, and prepare for "the eventuality of
anything" to s~cceedin today's world.

Quawd if eonvisnf 5%se restreindre

Cuandls R%?ROS ES mi5

par Luey Leftis

por Lucy Leltir

Si Ia maniere moderne de penser est
juste, il serait bon (sinon refera able) de se
restreindre conrinueIlement a un minimum
raisonnable de planning, d'etre toujours
pr&ta rejeter le calexlrier h b l i ou a modifier le plan au fur et a mesure que la realit6
fluctuante nous indique que la Bche ne
s'inclinera pas toujours devant notre volontC et que ce que nous avons projete pour
hier est loin de corresponke aux besoins
d'aujourd'hui. Lucy Lettis explique que
nous cievons travailler a une vitesse vertigineuse, nous adapter aux changements et
nous @parer a toute eventualite n afin de
rkussir dans le monde d'aujourd'hui.
((

The Phenems~srrsf KnervIedge
Manageranewt
by Marianne Broadbent

Le Phb~aorn6nede Ia ge~%bn
dee
sonpmalss;ances

Knowledge Management is rapidly Ceveioping as a specific and planned management practice t3 capture and reuse organizational .cnowledge. This may sound farniliar to librarians who think it si what they
do know. But the situation is much more
complex than the combination of some familiar terms zt frst might indicate. Knowledge managemest is a form of expertise
centered management which draws out
people's m i t iknowle~gemaking it accessible for specific purposes to improve the performance of organizations.

par Marianne Broadbent

bWf 8% h &nwl Ccrnfee3rrpnce:

Bnfgsrmaitd'eraPrafessi~naBsin the DrPverk
Sezt
Get the latest on new programs, events,

exhibits, tourist attractions, and more in
this annual conference update. Also, get to
know Dr. Stan Davis. SLA's keynote speaker, who will address attendees with his
"Driving Profit porn Knowledge" on Monday, June 8.

La gestion des ccnnaissances connait un
developpement rapide en tant que pratique
de gestion spCciGque et previsionnelle pour
capturer et reutiiiser les informations sur
l'organisation. Cela pourrait avoir l'effet du
deja entendu sur les bibliothecaires qui
pensent que c'est ce qu'ils font maintenant.
Mais la situation est bien plw complexe que
la combinaison de quelques termes famiIiers
pourraient indiquer. La gestion des connaissances est une form de gestion centree sur
I'expertise qui fait kmerger les connaissances
tacites des gens ; il est donc possible d'y acceder dans le bu! specifique d'amkliorer la
performance des organisatiom.

Si la manera moderna de pensar es cierta, seria bueno (si no mejor; mantener la

planificacion a un minimo razonable, estar
siempre preparado para desechar el horario,
o alterar el esquema, ya que desplazar la
realidad nos demuestra que la tarea no se
amoldara a nuestra voluntad y lo que planificamos para ayer no se acerca a alcanzar
las necesidades de hoy. Lettis explica
porque necesitamos trabajar a una velocidad vertiginosa, adaptarnos a 10s cambios, y prepararnos para la "eventualidad
de cualquier cosa" para tener exit0 en el
mundo de hoy

EH fepr6measa de ia odminisPraci6w de bos
sonocimie~los
por Marianne faroadbent

La administration de 10s conocimientos
se desarrolla rapidamente en una practica
especifica y planificada para capturar y
volver a usar 10s conocirnientos institucionales. Puede que esto resulte conocido a 10s
bibliokcarios que creen que es lo que hacen
ahora. Perc la situacion es mucho mas
compleja que la combinaci6n de algunos
terminos conocidos podrian indicar. La administration de 10s conocimientos es una
forma de adr;rinistraci6n basada en el peritaje, el cud extrae el conocktiento tiicito de
las personas, hacikndolo asequible para
propositos especificos de mejorar la funcion
de las instituciones.
89 Comferencia anual de Iz SHBa: les

be $9"?cgang& de Ig SEA :ter
prafessiannels Be ilrrf@rmatiowaux
corerenrandas
Obtenez les dernieres informations sur
les nouveaux programmes, evenements, expositions, attractions touristiques et plus
dans cette mise a jour sur le congres annuel. Le lundi 8 juin 1998, vous aurez
l'occasion de faire connaissmce du Dr. Stan
Davis, orateur chargk du discours-programme ; sa confkrexe portera sur le concept qu'il a &labor&: (( Conduire les benkfices depuis les connaissances >.

p~ofesio~eles
de la igsfergg~masi6~
ssms
sonductores
Obtenga lo irltimo en nuevos programs,
acontecimientos, exhibiciones, atracciones
turisticas, y demas en esta actualiiacion de
la conferencia. Ademb, conozca a1 Dr.
Stan Davis, el conferenciante principal de la
SLA, quien se dirijira a 10s participantes con
su "Como sacar provecho dei conocimiento"
("Driving Profit from Knowledge") el lunes,
8 de julio, 1998.

FILING DATE Appficaiions received. by June 1: 199.5 v& be
suppoE of the University's pro- assured msideration. Appligams and research in the scienc- mts should send Ietcerr resume,
es. In mrdina.tion with the As- m d C?e m a e s and telephone
sociate University Librariito fbr numbers G? four references ID
Coilections, has responsibility for George E. Bynon, Associate
allocating resources, spending University Librarian. Peter J.
funds, and building colltxtiors t? Shields Libmy, University of
the sciences including the acqui- Gdifornia, 100 Xorthwest
sition of electrmic materials and Quad, Davis, Ch 95616-5292,
participation in the development Telephone: (539: 752-2110,
of the California Digital LiI~ary'. email: gebynon@ucdavis.edlz~
Coordinates activities and senict'niversity of CaIifcr~ia,
es among the four science units Davis is an affirmative action/
with other Library units md pro- equal opportunity enpiloyer.
grams.Promotes schoIar1y lrse of
the science collections. Assists
I N F O ~ A T ~ SPECIALIST
OW
Xewith special projects aqd propos- sponsibk for &e overall red s for the Science %it@. Po- search, reference, document devides liaison with sciefice facul- livery and eeod-user training e,f
~
~ e sRepresents
.
the Library k UC forts of the Library. C O E ~ E CoxSystem and nation$ sciexe fo- iine resezch requests, maintain

THE M O S T COMPLETE
BUSINESS RESEARCH I N T H E

et ready to instantiy access the world's most complete research on companies,
dustries, producrs, and global markets - right from your desktop.
introducing Research Bank Web" from The lnvestext Group - the fastest,
easiest way to get research from over 600 Cop investment banks, market
research flrms, and trade associations worLdwide.

THE NUMBER ONE SOURCE

A

FOR ALL-STAR GLOBAL RESEARCH.
More than &o%of this research literaiiy can't be
four:d znywhere else. in fact, only The Iwestext

G r o q provides the commerciai market with
broker research from 9 of the top 12 investment
banks a s ranked by Institutional Investor. What's
more, we're the only source for intelligence from many
lezdiqg market research firms and trade associations.
No ot:ler provider matches The lnvestext G r o u ~for
compieteness. With Research Bank Web, you're always assured
of recdving the worid's most comprehensive and timely research,
regardless of where in the world you happen to be.
To get started, visit Research Bank Web today. Simpiy go to www.investext.com
and c:ick Research Bank Web.

0 1998 The Investex! Grcup. Research Bank Web

is

a tradema-k used herein uncer license.

Portiors capyrighr Netscape Canmunicarions Corporation. ,998. Aii rights resewed.
Netscape, Vetscaoe Navtzstor md the Netscape hi logo are registered trademzrks of
Netscape ir the United States and other countries.

People depend on you to provide csrnpIete but precise information.
When y o u k at the wheel, take the lead with Diaiog's . . .
POWER: more content by an order of magnitude, but only from the best sources

CONTROL. 'the world's most powerful search engine that helps you achieve peak performance without information overload
PRIC!NG: flat rate pricing that beats the competition-no matter how many miles you travei

Contact your Dialog representative today: "180 3DIALOG/"I65 095 48800,sr emaii us at eustomerQdiaiog.com
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